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In Our 94th Year

Traditional Revelry Planned
Worldwide To Welcome New Year
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
From Times Square to Trafalgar Square, from fireworksblazing Honolulu to horn-blowing Paris, the world prepares
to bring in the New Year with
traditional revelry.
Although many celebrations
were expected to be subdued by
worldwide inflation and shortages of fuel, the outlook in
many of
the world's capitals
was for New Year's Eve fun-asusual.
In New York's Times Square,
where the brightest lights have
been dimmed for weeks to save
energy, they will blaze briefly
again for the crowds of celebrants that traditionally gather
there.
Londoners were expected to
pour into Trafalgar Square for
the traditional plunge into the
fountain under Nelson's column. Hotels and restaurants in
the browned-out city were forecasting big crowds.
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In Honolulu, revelers planned
to shoot off thousands of firecrackers as the New Year
dawned.
Police in East Berlin banned
the traditional fireworks for
New Year's Eve. East German
officials further dampened holiday plans by refusing to extend
visitors' passes through the
wall from West to East Berlin
beyond midnight. Those who
planned to remain overnight in
East Berlin with relatives and
friends were faced with payments of up to 20 marks for the
extra day's stay.
In New Orleans, crowds began gathering over the weekend for what has been billed as
the world's largest New Year's
Eve party — a nighttime contest in Tulane University's Sugar Bowl between Notre Dame
and Alabama. Officials said
they expected the previous attendance record of slightly under 85,000 would be broken.

In Los Angeles, where football and roses are the traditional themes for New Year's Day,
nighttime carousing was expected to be somewhat inhibited by an ongoing police crackdown on drunken driving.
An official said the fuel crisis
nught cut down the crowds for
the Tournament of Roses parade and Rose Bowl game in
Pasadena, but crowds were already assembling.
.
A military observance was
planned in Buenos Aires, where
Argentine President Juan Peron was to preside over ceremonies honoring newly promoted
generals, admirals and brigadiers.
In Chicago, planned celebrations ranged from a $35 dinner
and dance at the Pump Room
of the Ambassador East to a
New Year's Eve rally by the
Young Socialist Alliance, holding its national convention in
(See New Year's, Page 12)
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Dr. L J. Hortin
To Be Speaker
At Paducah Meet
The Paducah Market House
Museum organization's annual
meeting will be held Jan. 9 at
7:30 p.m. in the theatre
auditorium, Paducah, followed
by a social gathering in the
museum.
Dr. L.J. Hortin, chairman of
the Department of Journalism
at Murray State Utaversity and
director of the journalism
school at Ohio University for 20
years, will be the featured
speaker. He will speak on
Nathan B. Stubblefield's radio
invention.
The meeting will kick off
Paducah and McCracken
County's participation in
Kentucky's 1974 Historical
Events Celebration. The
Market House building was the
second site in Paducah to be
named a permanent historical
building and placed at the
National Historical Register.
William H. Beaman is the
museum curator and Mrs.
Kenneth Katterjohn is president
of the group.
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Scarce
New Year s Looms
Ahead For Drivers

Reports That Tankers Are Lined
Up On Coast To Be Investigated
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checking into the fuel inventory ing to tell them that come open on Monday.
Before the weekend began
practices of refiners, importers, January or February it's going
wholesalers and users of crude to be rough and that's all there service station associations and
oil or refined products.
is to it unless driving is cut motor clubs had predicted that
about 75 per cent or more of
"We will review inventory back," he said.
practices and direct an inDemand for gasoline this the nation's gasoline stations
crease--or decrease in in- weekend resulted in the clos- would be open Monday and
ventories ificircumstances war- ings of numerous gasoline sta- would close New Year's Day —
rant," he said Sunday.
(See Motorists, Page 12)
tions that had anticipated being
A second investigation also
was started by the energ
fice and four East Coast states. Gas
Supplies
It concerned reports that oil
tankers were waiting offshore
for oil prices to rise before un- Ass 'a•
loading their cargoes.
Besides the energy office, the
states of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut had begun or were preparing to begin investigations.
However, an administration
Motorists in many areas plies beginning today.
spokesman and spokesmen for
the ports of Boston, New York, across the country found gasoEmpty pumps and long lines
Philadelphia and New Haven line supplies skimpy today. A at stations still open frustrated
said they did not think there near-total shutdown of gas sta- motorists hunting for gasoline
was much to the reports.
tions loomed for New Year's over the weekend. Some station
The administration source Day.
owners who had planned to be
put current gasoline stocks at
In New York City, the gaso- open today said they ran out of
around 200 million barrels, line shortage prompted most fuel on Saturday and would
enough for about 30 days at the police precinct commanders to have to shut down.
current rate of consumption of reduce by 30 to 80 per cent the
In New Jersey, the state
6.7 million barrels a day.
number of radio cars cruising Gasoline Retailers Association
He said that if stocks dropped the streets. Officers manning said about 90 per cent of the
below 180 million barrels the many ,cars still in operation state's 6,000 service stations
result will be shortages more were ordered not to patrol but were out of gasoline.
severe than already have oc- to park in one spot until they
The Automobile Club of New
curred — "spot shortages, city received Calls.
York said it found only six open
shortages, where a city is out
A police department spokes- gasoline stations in New York
of gasoline," he said.
man called the cutbacks "a and in neighboring Westchester
"People still don't believe precautionary conservation pro- and Nassau counties, an area
there's a shortage. They feel its gram" and said the situation with a population of about 10
a conspiracy, a way to raise
was expected to improve with million.
prices and so forth. We're try- delivery of fresh gasoline supAn official of the Wisconsin
Retail Gasoline Dealers Association estimated that 90 per cent
of a gas stations in Wisconsin
were closed Sunday. He forecast that about 80 per cent
would be closed today and 90
per cent shut down on New
Year's Day.
However, the Automobile
Club of Michigan reported that
Philadelphia, New Haven and year, he said.
Oil company spokesmen in on Sunday 28 per cent of the
New York said Sunday they
had no evidence thal unusual Philadelphia confirmed the in- state's service stations were
open, double the number open
numbers of tankers were back- crease.
"It's not that we're not mak- any Sunday since the voluntary
ed up.
In New York, Lefltowitz said, ing less ( oil,) it's that we're not ban on Sunday gasoline sales
"We want to know whether the making enough anymore," one started.
And in Virginia, a spokesman
tankers are independent or oil company official said.
Last week, New Jersey Gov.- for the state Gasoline Retailers
owned by the oil companies and
elect Brendan T. Byrne called Association said many station
why they're delaying."
He said it was part of a "gen- for investigations to determine operators had discovered they
eral investigation conducted by if "tankers were out there wait- have more gasoline than they
expected for the holiday weekmy office for the past six ing for their price."
On Dec. 26, Connecticut Gov. end, apparently because motormonths as to whether this energy shortage is contrived or Thomas J. Meskill called for a ists have cut back their travel
probe of "persistent rumors" Sans.
real."
In Chicago, the IRS got a
He said he had no specific about tankers lying off New
evidence yet of any tanker jam- Haven Harbor were unable or court, order shutting down a
unwilling to pump their cargo service station that required
up in the Port of New York.
motorists to buy a will form
In Pennsylvania, Gov. Milton ashore.
The Coast Guard conducted a and a rabbit's foot to get five
J. Shapp said Sunday his office
probed reports of tankers being survey and said it found no evi- gallons of gas. The price for
dence of tankers waiting off- the three: $10.05.
backed up in Delaware Bay.
Service stations in Arizona
"We found the problem is shore. Officials said tankers ofthat we're not suffering from a ten have to wait offshore for and Oregon receiiied January
shortage of crude oil but a lack the right tidal conditions before -fuel allocations' ahead of time
as distributors tried to ease
of capacity for refining it," he moving into port.
A New York ship broker in- some of the worst trouble spots.
said. "It makes one wonder
why oil companies can claim to tervieled recently said in some
NO PAPER TOMORROW
have a shortage and raise isolated cases tanker captains
The Murray Ledger di Times
prices. The industry just seems had docked and wire waiting to
will not publish on New Year's
to be using it as a device to unload oatien
Da
y so thatthternAltileas.b1 the
- prices increased;
steP
PrOrti4A." •
in ntbst'cases, -*lip *oilers daily aewspoxr may eajay the
in istvenitler, the 'state received figures from the U.S. said any jam-tip would occur holiday with their families The
bepartment of Transportation because dock kpaCe was klort "paper is being published early
showing the crude oil stock was and refinery capacity at the today so that the employees will
have extra time off.
running slightly ahead of last ports was tight.

State and federal investigations have been launched into
reports that oil tankers were
lined up along the East Coast,
in some cases delaying unloading of their cargoes until the
price was right.
New York State Atty. Gen.
Louis Lefkowitz said Sunday
his office has started a probe
and officials in three other East
Coast states said they were exploring the situation.
An administration spokesman
said the Federal Energy Office
was also looking into the reports.
"I don't think there's much to
it," the spokesman said.
Port officials in Boston,

WEATHER
FORECAST
----Cold wave warnaig tonight.
Turning colder today with a
chance of light wove', diminishing to flurries before ending
riffttiltilt:-TMalPeillSatil &owing
thia•zflarniovi
to the nud.
and to tight to 15 degrees by
TliesakVinCtrrilitg. Clearing and
cold Tuesday, high in mid 20s.
Wednesday fair and cold.
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John Mack Carter Is New
Owner of 'American Home'
NEW YORK — John Mack
Carter, of Murray, Ky., for a
new company owned by him,
purchased American Home and
American
Home
Crafts
magazines
from
Down
Publishing, Inc. for an undisclosed amount. The total
annual revenues generated by
the properties amount to more
that $20 nulliop.
Carter annOunted he will
become editor-in-chief of
American Home, the second
largest magazine in the hatne

American Motorists To Soon Face
Longer Lines, Less Gas For Cars
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
American motorist will soon
face longer lines for less gasoline at filling stations than experienced during the Christmas-New Years holiday, an administration source says.
He said the gasoline shortage
will really make itself felt by
the last part of January and
early February.
"It's going to get a lot worse
because we're going to make
less gasoline. We're getting
down to where we're talking
about eight to ten gallons of
gasoline per week per driver.
"We're still riding off Arab
oil, and we've been drawing on
our stocks, but we can't continue to do this sort of thing," the
source said. "No more ships
are coming and we can't draw
down on our stocks any further."
His comments came as motorists experienced their second
consecutive holiday weekend of
long lines and empty pumps.
Fewer automobiles than usual
for a New Year's weekend took
to the nation's highways and
there were reports in Washington that turnpike traffic nationwide was down sharply.
Meanwhile, Federal energy
chief William E. Simon said he
was concerned that fuel might
be stockpiled "in excessive and
unreasonable amounts, which
could create local shortages
and disrupt normal distribution
I, ,
He said his energy office was

10 Per Copy

JOHN MACK CARTER
service field in both advertising
revenue and circulation. In 1973
the magazine will have advertising revenues of approximately $13 million and an
average circulation of 3.65
million. This will be the second
time Carter has edited the 45year-old publication.
In explaining why he purchased American Home, Mr.
Carter said that "the recent
rededication of the magazine's
editorial direction toward home
service coupled with the energy
a-isis gives American Home a
spectacular potential. The
energy shortage will force
people to spend even more time
and effort in their homes.
Home-centered activities will
increase dramatically.
"But there are other reasons
that make the marketing opportunity bright for American
Home," he said. "Thanks to
medical science and general
affluence, our society has
moved aquietly from preoccupation with prevention of
death to a central interest in
quality of life. The average
American spends 75 percent of
his or her lifetime at home. The
home is a personal, emotional,
cultural environment: the
expression of a family's
lifestyle. These are the interests
American Home will pinpoint."
Mr. Carter stated.
"Having been a major

Memorial Church
To Show Special
Film Tonight

magazine publisher, editor,
communications
company
president and board chairman," added Carter,"about the
only title I haven't had is that of
'proprietor.' I believe this is the
time for that."
John Mack Carter's career as
an editor has been marked by a
series of successes culminating
in the dramatic turnaround of
Ladies' Home Journal. When he
took over the editorittiii in 1965,
advertising revenues and
newsstand circulation were in a
deep decline. Within 18 months
revenues reached an all-time
high. Subsequent years saw
those highs broken repeatedly.
The Journal's newsstand circulation during his editorship
increased 71 percent.
Carter began his editorial
career at Better Homes &
Gardens in 1949. In 1959 he
became editor of American
Home,and then was selected by
Herbert Mayes to succeed him
as editor of McCall's in 1962.
Mr. Mayes recently said of Mr.
Carter, "No person I know in
publishing has made a larger
contribution to the industry."

City Schools
To Re-Open
On Wednesday
All schools in the Murray
Public School System with the
exception of Murray High
School will re-open on Wednesday, January 2. Murray
High students will report for the
spring semester on Thursday,
January 3.
Bus schedules for Carter,
Robertson and Murray Middle
Schools will be regular runs on
Wednesday and the regular
high school bus schedule will
commence on Thursday.
Murray, High School completed the fall semester prior to
the Christmas holidays and
Wednesday
will
be
a
professional day for the high
school staff. During this time,
preparation will be made for
opening the spring semester on
Thursday, January 3. New
students that are entering
Murray High School should
report to the principal's office
on Wednesday, January 2.

Mr. Carter noted that
American Home has just
started the first year of a fiveyrar, $25 million printing
contract with World Color
Press. World purchased over $1
million in special equipment
specifically for the production
of the magazine. He added the
current distribution contract
with Curtis Circulation Company and all other service
contracts will remain in effect.
American Home was started
by Doubleday in 1928. W. H.
Eaton, founder and publisher,
bought the magazine in 1932.
Curtis Publishing acquired
American Home in 1958 and
Downe Communications purchased it in 1968.
Carter says he knew W. H.
"Doe"- Eaton well. "I've never
forgotten the story Doc told me
about his decision to buy
American Home from Frank
Doubleday." he said. "hapressed by the fact that Doc
'believed in the magazine.' and
therefore could make it successful, Mr. Doubleday spld it to
him for $400,000."

In June of .this year Mr.
Carter become chairman of the
Ward of Downe, a position he
has now relinquished, and prior
to that he was president and
chief Operating officer of the
company. He is a native of
Murray, attended Murray State
College and was graduated
from the University of Missouri
where he received hiS Master's
Degree. He served as a
lieutenant (j.g.) during the
Korean conflict.
In 1970, Mr. Carter received
the Missouri Honor Award for
Distinguished Service in
Journalism. He was, in 1963,
designated as one of the "10
Outstanding Young Men of the
Year" by the U.S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce. In 1949
tie received the Walter Williams
Award for magazine journalism. Carter is a former
employee of the Ledger and
Times.
Married to the former
Sharlyn Reaves of Texas, the
Carters have two children. Mr.
Carter is the son of Mrs. W.Z.
Carter, of Murray.

Reflections of 1973
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
and MSU Student
If you have driven downtown
or to the grocery,something has
seemed different.
And when you have eaten out
was
someplace,
there
something funny going on there
also.
Gee., there's no college kids
around anywhere.
Murray State University is in
the midst of its Christmas
vacation and nearly its entire
student body and staff have long
since departed for their homes
and families.
But before we all trek back
into western Kentucky snare
your traffic, take your prize
parking places, and occupy
your favorite restaurants let's pause a moment.
It'll be a whole year when we
meet again, one that will be full
of problems, experiences,
laughter, and hassles for all of
us. However, both of us—
Murray and MSU—made it
through 1973 because we
worked together.
Oh sure, it was not easy at
times, they
way we, drive,

dress, talk, act, sometimes
drink, and generally carry on
our college life in ways that
seem totally unreasonable to
community living outside the
reaches of the campus.
And then some of us felt at
times that you took advantage
of us with your prices, people,
and officers of the peace.
But you know, we both looked
around at the larger, densely
populated college towns and
campuses with their crime,
violence, rip-offs, and wayouts....and then we looked at
each other again.
We are not a perfect pair, but
then few situations in life mold
together ideally without some
friction sometime.
Everything considered,
although, it looks like there's a
pretty good thing going between the two of us. And Murray
State University, through the
words of this writer, would like
to give a "Thanks," to the
community for being there
when we have wanted and used
your services.
And a belated seasonal "Best
wishes for the happiest of new
years," from us to you, Murray.

Nixon Signs Into Law Bill To
Expand Federal Flood Relief
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(AP)'— President Nixon signed
a new law today expanding federally subsidized flood insurance protection as a substitute
for federal disaster relief loans.
The new Flood Disaster Protection Act increases by at
least 100 per cent the limits of
insurance coverage available at
an average 90 per cent below
cost to homeowners and businessrnen who live in flood
prone communities that enter
the program.

"Worlds Apart," a colored
motion picture, will be shown at
ten p.m. tonight (Monday,
December 31, at Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th and Main
The communities enter by
Streets, Murray.
adopting approved land use and
The film is one of the latest land management controls.
release of Gospel Films, Inc., of
Nixon said in a statement Muskengon, Mich., and con"Under the act,homeowners,
cerns action from the ex- businessmen and others will be
citement of a college campus to able to purchase significantly
the ballet, according to C. Alan
increased amounts of flood inMcCutchen
of
Memorial surance at reduced rates. For
Church.
example, homeowners will be
In the film, (-apt. Paul able to purchase up to $35,000
by Craig of insurance at rates of only 25
Matthews, played
Shreeve, returned war hero
cents per $100 of coverage. The
with decorations for bravery owner of a $20,000 home can
and the Puple Heart, becomes thus buy full coverage for only
involved with Brenda Baxter, $50 a year. Small businessmen
played by Jenifer Lea, daughter and others can avail themof college president. Lynn selves of up to 2200,000 of covBorden plays the part of Mrs. erage."
Baxter.
Nixon said that by sub.stitutOriginal words and music to
the ten new songs in the film ing insurance for disaster
were written by John W. loans, victims would get help
Peterson of Grand Rapids, that Was "speedy, direct and
Mich. Gospel song writer. The 'with minimal red tape."
action, Nixon
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items could be sold "without
detriment to our national security interests." Aides contended
sales would help hold down the
prices of such metals as alurnimun and copper.
The sales, to take place over
several years, will provide revenues to partially offset budget
spending.
Nixon, who flew here by commercial airliner last week to
set an energy-saving example,
has been joined by Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger who
came the same way, but on a
different airline.

would be held.
The President announced the
signing of seven bills Sunday,
then took time out to watch the
professional footbafl division
championship games on television. He also appointed his
wife and 24 other persons to a
National Voluntary Service Advisory Council that helps
coordinate federal volunteer
programs.
As an adviser, Mrs. Nixon
will be eligible to claim a regular consultant's fee of $138.41
for each day worked on council
business.
The President also talked by
telephone about undisclosed
matters with Vice President
Gerald R. Ford, who is vacationing in Colorado.
The bills signed into law by
Nixon on Sunday included
measures to:
—Allow release of federal
prisoners for up to 30 days to
visit specific places because of
family deaths, medical treatment or rehabilitation.
—Defer until July 1, 1975 the
imposition of fees on families of
children enrolled in the Headstart program whose incomes
exceed the poverty level.

Kissinger arrived at Los Angeles International Airport Sunday night aboard a Trans
World Airlines jet from Washington. Nixon flew United last
Wednesday.
Kissinger's
arrival
was
marked by heavy security at
the airport.
There were about 15 persons
in his party. Secret Service
agents and Los Angeles police
watched as Kissinger transfered from the Boeing 707 to a
waiting limousine. He did not
enter the terminal nor spe,k to
newsmen.
TWA pilot. Stuart Gilbert of
Albuquerque, N.M., said the
A..1
.x 2
Today's
aircraft's first-class section was ed.
Dear
act-upied only by Kissinger and
Women's
his party.
Officials in Washington said
the PraiitiatC.411671‘. Unitiger.
WGTr.
) hthda wertea cat :a-efga Mtbstc0- •7.7.77::,
. 8, 7 ,
.
policy conferences during "the Sports.
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Baptist Women Of
Flint Hold Meet
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The Baptist Women of Flint
Baptist Church met in the
fellowship hall of the church on
Monday, December 17, for the
annual supper.
Secret pals from the past year
were revealed with gifts being
exchanged. Names were drawn
for secret plas for 1974.
Mrs. Janice Chapman read
the Christmas story from the
second chapter of Luke.
A potluck supper was served
with Mrs. Lula Miller giving the
invocation.

151-4147

Your Individual Horoscope g7)7
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 1, 1974
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4rItA
Planetary influences favor
progressive
the
soundly
thinker.
Forget
past
disappointments. Your mind
should be on present ( and
future) aspirations and goals.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tilitY17
Seek to learn all you can
about those with whom you
deal, their feelings on all subjects, and express yourself
precisely but considerately.
Present attitudes will influence
future gains.
GEMINI
141(May 22 to June 21) 166
Uhe tact and poise in dealing
with the opposite sex. This could
bring success with ease in the
most difficult of situations. Note
new trends in the making.
CANCER
1June M to July 23)
Be careful not to shunt aside
the advice of "lesser lights,"
Seeing things from a different
view, they just COULD be able
to give some
valuable
suggestions.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 2:11
Consider some original ideas
or new twists to old methods
which could advance progress
in the coming days. But don't
discard old procedures which
have proven effective in the
past.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You can always be counted
upon to give assistance to others
when needed, arid you may be
called upon now. Give
generously of your time, energy
and assets. It will pay later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Complexities may arise, and
you will increase them if
careless. Be alert, therefore,
and take all steps necessary' tp
"iron out pending problems si
efficiently as possible.

0(c)

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Mild influences. It will be
largely up to you whether the
day turns out satisfactorily or
otherwise. Use discretion in all
matters, and don't rely on
guesswork.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Gauging situations correctly
will depend on many factors.
Take time to study, review,
hear all sides, and you wW
arrive at intelligent conclusions
more quickly.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Don't make decisions under
Mess and don't write anything
you may later regret. Maintain
your equanimity even if certain
associates annoy you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You will need a good sense of
perspective to cope with this
day's
and
intricacies
complexities. Your innate good
judgment should help you to
cope, however.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XCr
Put forth best efforts and be
on guard against carelessness
I especially if travelling). Some
unexpected situations will
require unusual concentration if
they are to be solved.

Jer,00

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely versatile individual,
ambitious for success and,
happily, are endowed with the
persistence and determination
to achieve it. Certain traits
could fetter you, however:
moods of despondency and
pessimism; also a tendency to
be suspicious of those with
whom you deal; secretiveness
as to your real aims. Free
yourself from these bonds for,
only then, can you live up to
your highest ideals and
potentials. You could be a
brilliant writer, an amusing
raconteur, a scientist of note.
Your fiekis are almost limitless.
Don't fail yourself. Birthdrite
of: Paul Revere, early
American patriot.

LUZ VILLEGAS, foreign
student from Colombia, South
America, is a student in Home
Economics Class II, taught by
Mrs. Lucy Lilly at Murray High
School. She is living at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Simmons while in the United
States. During the holidays she
has been visiting a cousin in
Washington, D.C.
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-- 2 Shows Nitely Starting at 7:15 --

VISITS FAMILY
Mrs. Ruby Denning has
returned home after spending
the holidays with her daughter,
Mrs. Walter D. Tiedeman, Mr.
Tiedeman, and family of
Ind.
Evansville,
VISIT IN INDIANA
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Weisman
and daughter, Christy, of Otwell, Ind., were the recent
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Limo Weisman and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Whaley.

Better keep dreams
to yourself, pal!

Monday, December 31
Senior Citizens will have its
Christmas potluck dinner at the
Ellis Center at 12 noon. For
information call 753-0929.
Oaks Country Club will have
its New Year's Eve dessertcard party at the club at eight
p.m. Each one is to bring a
charge
dessert.
of
In
arrangements are Messrs and
Mesdames Amos Tackett, J.P.
Parker, David Thompson, and
Delmer Brewer.
The Murray Country Club will
have New Year's Eve dance at
the club house with Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Shell as chairmen.
Others on the committee are
Messrs and Mesdames Bill
Ernener, Richard Knight, Tim
Miller, Jim Ranson, Joe
Reiroat, Steve Sanders, and
Buddy Spann.
Watch-night services will be
held at Sugar Creek Baptist
Church from seven P.m.
through midnight with a
fellowship meal at 8:30 p.m.
Old Salem Baptist Church will
have a New Year's Eve Watch
Night service at the church
from 7:30 p.m to midnight.
Calloway County Public
Library will be closed today as
this has been declared a state
holiday along with New Year's
clay

* NOW

Antevga4;

Wednesday, January 2
Murray High School
Club will have its Christrnas
tree pickup from nine a.m. to
four p.m. Call 753-3778.
Thursday, January 3
The training lesson for
Homemakers' leaders on
"Buying of Foods," will be
taught by Pat Curtsinger at ten
a.m, at the Calloway County
Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray.
Homemakers' training
lessons on "Changing Roles of
Husband and Wife," and
"Budgeting" will be taught by
Helen
Stevens,
money
management specialist from
the University of Kentucky, at
Graves County at ten a.m.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been happily married to a beautiful girl for over a year. She used to work at the same
office with me, but she quit a few months ago.
There is this guy at the office who has been telling me
every morning lately about his love dreams. And who do
you think he's been dreaming about? MY wife!
I know you can't blame a guy for what he dreams, but
it bugs me to know that he has been making love to my
wife in his dreams.
I hate to get'roughwith him because he doesn't know
how much it bugs me, but how do I tell him?
BUGGED
DEAR BUGGED: In plain language, like this: "look,
friend, I can't stop you from dreaming about my wife, but
If your dreams are getting better all the time. I'd rather
not hear about it!"
DEAR READERS: I would like to share something
with you that strikes me as 9 simple common sense rules
Let's call them, New Year's Resolutions:
"Just for today I will try to live thru this day only, and
not tackle my whqle life problem at once I can do something for 12 hours that would appall me if I felt that I had
to keep it up for a lifetime.
''Just for today I will be happy. This assumes to be true
what Abraham Lincoln said, that Most folks are as happy
as they make up their minds to be.'
"Just for today I will adjust myself to what is, and not
try to adjust everything to ni own desires I will take my
"as it comes, and fit myself to it.
'Just for today I will try to strengthen my mind. I will
study. I will learn something useful. I will not be a mental
loafer. I will read something that requires effort, thought
and concentration.
"Just for today I will exercise my soul in three ways: I
will do somebody a good turn, and riot get found out; if
anybody knows of it, it will not count. I will do at least two
things I don't want to do--just for exercise. I will not show
anyone that my feelings are hurt; they may be hurt, but
today I will not show it.
"Just for today I will be agreeable. I will look as well
as I can, dress becomingly, talk low, act courteously, criticize not one bit, not find fault with anything and not try to
improve or regulate anybody except myself.
"Just for today I will have a program. I may not follow
it exactly, but I will have it. I will save myself from two
pests; hurry and indecision.
"Just for today I will have a quiet half hour all by
myself, and relax. During this half hour, some time, I
will try to get a better perspective of my life.
"Just for today I will be unafraid. Especially I will not
be afraid to enjoy what is beautiful, and to believe that as I
give to the wbrld, so the world will give to me."
And that is the credo for Overeaters Anonymous It
makes sense, doesn't it? And so does their program. It's
free. For information about this wonderful organization,
write to Box 2613, Hollywood, Cal. 90028.

Mrs. Carl Harrison
Hostess For Arts
And Crafts Meet
Mrs. Carl Harrison was
hostess for the Arts and Crafts
Club Christmas party held at
the Perkins Pancake House on
Wednesday, December 12.
Fourteen members were
present.
The hour was spent in the
exchanging of Christmas
presents and in visiting with
each other while enjoying
delicious pie and coffee.
Mrs. Edgar Morris reported
on the Christmas baskets that
were taken to the sick and shutins.
Club members attending
were Mesdames Edo Adams,
Ronald Churchill, Gatlin
Clopton, B. H. Cooper, C. B.
Ford, S. L. Horn, Melas Linn,
Egar Morris, Dewey Ragsdale,
Pauline Speegle, A. M. Thomas,
Bryan Tolley, Neva Waters, and
Carl Harrison.

tat4~4,,
HOLIDAY VISIT
Mr. ane Mrs. Don Nelson
spent the Christmas weekend
holiday with her aunt, Mrs.
Kenneth Victor Hughes, Jr., of
Oklahoma City, Okla. Also
guests in the Hughes home were
Mrs. Nelson's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Ragan of San
Mateo, Calif., and her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
E. Ragan of Evanston, Ill.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Hossein Halabian of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Through the month of January brighten up your
home while our Professional

CARPET &
DRAPERY
CLEANING

's 200/

* Free Estimates *

S.Ith 3 bSain
6th & Poplar
.11ritsr;

OFF
Reg.
Price

LAUNDRY &
Worth rrrii
"The Cleaners -interested th Vibe -11" .
I

knife.
To remove remaining wax,
place the stain between two
white blotters or several
layers of facial tissue and
press with a warm iron ff the
stain is still there, use a good
spot remover to take out the
remaining grease.
Colored candles sometimes
leave color after the grease is
removed. For white linens,
this can be removed by using
bleach as recommended on
the container. If the linens are
colored or the article is not
washable,
you
should
probably send it to a commercial dry cleaner for
professional removal.'
Safety — Keep an eye on any
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Built-ins .and wall-hung
cabinets offer a bonus of
storage in space that usuall
goes unused in bedrooms, baths
or family rooms.

f r Do

Now Showing

Wall-hung cabinets make use
ot the air space around the sides
(it a room. There is room above
the door ol the bathroom, for
instance, for a storage cabinet
that will hold quantities of
seldom-used items.
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30% Off
COATS Girl's & Boy's
COATS & SNOW SUp'S Infants
SPORTSWEAR by DA- Stretchini,
Peeble Creek, Kingston, Daiby Dare, Debbie
Dare, and other Name Brands
DRESSES by Kingston, Dorissa, Tiny
Polly Flinders, Love, Kate Greenaway, Brya
Mini World
PANTS by Mann & RoBboRtaonyy

Holiday Pak

SHIRTS by Rob Roy &
SLEEPWEAR
SWEATER COATS & VESTS for Boys & Girls
TODDLER OUTFITS for Boys & Girls
TIGHTS s1.00 Pair

SAT,SUN.,MON.,& 'TUES.

$6.99
•

•
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After Christmas Sale
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•
Starts Wed., Jan. 2
•
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cops and robbers flick and the
best entertainment around!

Easily framed with 2 x4-inch
western wood and with shelies
and doors added. built-ins Can
he tucked into an alcove or jog
in the wall, covering floor space
that otherwise goes unused.

Happy flew Year!

,Fria

Candle Wax — Candle wax
gets on table linens often at
this time of year With this as
with all stains, it should be
removed as soon as possible
Let it harden and remove as
much as possible by working
the cloth between your hands.
It can also be scraped gently
with a dull tool such as a case

Cabinets
Take idle Space

Problems? You'll feel better if yin get it off your chest.
For a persoisal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. Mee. L. A..
Calif. WOO. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.
please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want Is
Know." send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills. Cal. 1e212.

1113 Sycamore Street.-Pose 733-701

By
Barbara Jewell
LATE-BLOOMING
WEPCii HAZEL
One of the shrubs favored fer
an ornamental garden is Witch
Hazel. It is especially desirable
since the shrub is so hardy and
because it is a late-hloominc
species Witch Hazel is usually
referred to as a winter-flowering
shrub, and the flowers usually
appear about November.
Witch Hazel is native to the
northern portion of the United
S:ates, and to Japan and China.
IA itch 'Hazel was much cherished
by the early settlers of this
country because it %Ills used to
make a potion which was used
as a home-aid medical remedy
to reduce inflammation.
Flowers reflect the beauty of
nature at its best Flowers can
bring much happiness to a shut.
in Remember a friend today
with flowers. Telephone your ivd,r to us and the flowers will be
delivered speedily.

DINO CIE LAuRENTes

P.S. Have a happy, healthy New Year And pray for
peace!

15 pieces hot chicken
2 pints potatoes
1 pint gravy
1 pint coif, slaw
1 pint baked beans
1 pack of hot rolls
2 Family Size Colas
CQ1ONtt SATIVER'S PEcirt

fresh greens that you have
used for decoration. As they
dry out and begin to loose
remove
them
needles,
because dried out greens are a
fire hazard.

By Isobel Crutchfield
County Extension Agent
for Home Economics
Removing Ice— If you need
to melt ice on porches, walks
and steps where the water that
runs off will reach grass or
ornamental plants, try ammonium nitrate. This is a
fertilizer and will feed your
plants while salt may kill
them. This should be available
at any store that sells fertilizer but there is, hopefully
only temporarily, a very short
supply. It can be scattered in
the same manner as salt

LOURDES PATIENT
William Cutchin of Murray
has been patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

BOONE'S

Whiter Special

Ice Removal Hints

North 'Court
Sq.

•
•
•

•
•
•
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•
•
•
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•
••••••?•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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HANCOCK FABRICS
EXCITING FASHION FABRICS. . .AT BIG SAVINGS (THAT'S THE NAME OF THE GAME)
THOUSANDS OF YARDS SPECIALLY PRICED FOR THIS ANNUAL SELL-A-BRATION! FALL AND
WINTER GOODS TO CLEAR —SPECIALLY PRICED NEW SPRING FABRICS,TOO!

TUESDAY
BRING A FRIEND
WELL HAVE A BALLI

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

Jewell
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DON'T
MISS
IT!

ALL DAY

Our Biggest
Event of the Year!!
Don't Miss it!
BANKAMERICARD

BANKAMERICARD

POLY WOOL BLEND

FLANNEL & GABARDINES

hp opi)e

The Season "In" Look for Slacks

pier St.

•All Machine Washable
•Reg. $3.69 to $3.98
•Plaids and Solids

.Plenty of
Free Parking

While They
Last!

•Extra Sales
People

FREE.

•Big Selections

Knit
Scissors

The Brand Names
You Know Come

•With '15.00 purchase!
•Forged steel blades!
•7" Dressmakers Shears!

From Hancock's

HANCOCK
FABRICS

Entire Stock!

WASHABLE ACRYLICS
and

CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING CENTER

• Avondale's "Moby Duck"

POLY-WOOL BLENDS
• Chatam's "Carefree Woven Polyester"
• J. P. Steven's "H20"
• I. P. Steven's "Hockanum Classics"
• Schlang "Wool Blend Coordinates"
• Berlin's "Bleaker Street Blends"
• Berlin's "Londonderry Tweeds"
• All 54" to 60" Wide
• Machine Washable!
• No Need To Line These Fabrics!

SPORTSWEAR
FABRICS
• Springmaid "Stowe"

3-M Company's New

Pin-less Pattern
•Spray adhesive to eliminate
pinning of patterns
• Reg. '1.98 can

ENTIRE STOCK!

Fake Fur Fabrics'
• 60" Wide
• Most Are Washable

• Concord's "Kettle Cloth"
• Valtex "Dolly"
• Dan River's "Nubby Dan"
AND MANY, MANY MORE!!

• Reg. 14.98 to '18.00 Yard

•Lasts for Months!

• All Perm-Press

Reg. '1.79 to '2.98 Yard
Yard
98
$2

Cuffing Board
•Large Cutting Surface

PRINTED & SOLID JERSEYS
• L#nskill's Antron Nylon Prints and Solids
• 45" Wide
• Reg. 13.98 Yd.
•.Machine Washable

•Aids in Cutting Patterns Out
•Reg. 13.98 ea.

Metal Unique

Invisible Zippers
• All Lengths
• All Colors
• Reg, 50' to '1.20 each

ANIMAL PANELS
• Ideal for Framing or Pillows, etc.
•'Tigers, Lions, Dogs, Cats, Clowns, etc.
• oil-Reg. '2.98 ea. • 29"x45"

['age S
l'aVY I
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YET ANOTHER MEETING

GUEST EDITORIALS
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Hanoi stalemates peace

IC(

Another Letdown: Kohoutek
For awhile there we got really excited. The
astronomers, people not given to exaggeration. were
promising us the celestial show of a thousand
lifetimes:the appearance of the comet Kohoutek. It
would virtually outshine the moon, they said, and its
gassy tail would stretch one-sixth of the way across
the sky. This phenomenon—which no earthling is
likely to see again—would last night after night. for
a couple of months. Hailing its coming Editorial
Research Reports remarked: "Bad news aplenty
has plagued humanity of late, so it's nice to see at
least one bright light on the horizon."
Alas, the astronomers turn out to be as inflated in
their expectations as most politicians. Kohoutek's
time won't even be the second greatest period since
the creation. Rather than putting the moon to
shame, the comet at its best will be only a little
brighter than Venus, the morning star.
We should be used to disappointments by now. But
since we won't be able to string up Christmas lights
around the door this year, we were hoping for the
heavens to make up our loss. The scientists say
Kohoutek will be a drag because its tail is full of
dust, not gas. That energy shortage touches
everything. — Roanoke (Va.) Times

Ard,

LITTERBUG

Court reverses trend,
widens police powers
.•
THE BURGER COURT is
strengthening the hand of law en .
forcement officials by easing restrictions on police work.

Er . . . No Thanks
The St. Louis Globe Democrat, an outstanding
conservative editorial voice, has observed that it
hopes Pravda doesn't rush to the defense of
President Nixon any more., Last week the Soviet
newspaper called the Watergate critics rude.
revengeful and irresponsible:
"Good grief," says the Globe Democrat. "If
there's ode thing President Nixon does not need, it is
'help' from these paragons of objectivity. Please
Pravda and Tass, as a professional courtesy from
one news medium to another, suppress this kind of
news. You've done it before." — Nashville (Tenn.)
Banner.

There have been several decisions reversing the previous trend
of the Warren court, which was to
protect the rights of suspected
persons by limiting police powers.
The court ruled recently that
police do not need a warrant to
search the persons or the automobiles of people who have been taken into custody on minor charges.
THE FACTS were these.
In two separate cases decided
on appeal, police had stopped two

10 Years Ago Today

drivers, one in the District of Columbia, one in Florida.
The officers found one driver
did not have his driver's license
with him. The other driver was
driving without a license because
his license had been revoked.
Both men were placed under ar-

The home of Mr. and Mrs. S.V. Foy, at 1403
Sycamore Street was gutted by fire this morning.
Kenlake State Park is one of five state parks which
will be closed January 2 until early spring, according to State Parks Commissioner Robert Bell.
Dr. Hal E. Houston is now with the Mayo Clinic at
Rochester. Minn., where he is a fellow in general
surgery.
Miss Rogenia Blackwood and Miss Janice
Paschall, students at David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., are visiting their parents, Mrs.
Ruth Blackwood and Mr. ahd Mrs. L.W. Paschall.
"Show Boat" with Kathryn Grayson. Ava Gardner, Howard Keel, Joe E. Brown, and Marge and
Gower Champion will be the midnight show tonight
at the Capitol Theatre.

rest.
Then their persons and their automobiles were subjected to routine searches. Heroin and mari-

No room for terrorists
It is no longer enough for Arab
governments to disavow or condemn the activities of Palestinian
terrorists. The slaughter of 35 innocent people in Rome and Athens
— the most depraved incident of
this kind so far — demands more
than words from Arab capitals. It
demands a credible program to
root out the "Black September"
organization and others like it
that are determined to obstruct

20 Years Ago Today
Howie Crittenden of Murray State College is one of
thirteen players named to the Kentucky Invitational
Basketball Tournament All-Star team by a cpmmittee of coaches and sports writers.
Mrs. Lena Houston. age 78, died this morning at
her home on South 6th Street.
Miss Mary Ann Grant and Max Horace Churchill,
Jr., were married December 27 at the First Baptist
Church.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital December
28 to 30 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hampsher.
Marilyn Monroe starring in "Ladies of the
Chorus" will be the New Year's Eve midnight show
at the Varsity Theatre tonight.

any movement toward a negotiated peace in the Middle East.
The government of Kuwait
should either prosecute the men in
its custody promptly or turn them

Behold,the-fearre Lord, that is wisdom: and to
depart from evil is understanding.—Job 28:28.

The wise man will be afraid to break God's laws
with indifference. It is also good common sense to
shun the hurt evil inevitably brings us.
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capital punishment.
This incident is a setback to
Arab nations trying to win t'S,mpathy for their case against Israel.
Who can they blame except themselves? This tragedy might never
have occurred if Arab governments had not so many times in
the past declined to apply a full
measure of justice against other
terrorists who sought a haven in
their countries. That police in the
Arab world have no clues to the
leadership and source of financing of terrorist groups is more
than we can beljtv,e_The Arabs
must make mart:than a halfheartea 'attempt to cope with
these outrages if they expect to
command any respect for the

cause they espouse.
I
P

During this period, Mr. Kissinger was quoted as saying "This
country seeks a peace that heals.
We have had many armistices in
Vietnam. We want a peace that
lasts."
Again the facts speak for themselves. North Vietnam is continuing its aggression in the south,
contrary to the terms of the armistice that it signed. The International Control Commission, the
agency that was to supervise the
cease-fire, never has functioned
and it probably.never will. There
is no healing process and there is
no peace that lasts.
How different it would have
been had the United States not
agreed to a stalemated war that
left the ambitions of North Vietnam intact as well as its ability to
fulfill them. Peace would have
been a reality in South Vietnam
and Mr. Kissinger would have no
need to have yet anoffrer-riteeting
with Tho in the hope that he could
preserve what remains of the
fragile armistice in Indodhina.

ports and recent speculation that
the Arab countries were contemplating buying control of Ameri-

FEAR OF abdicating the Middle East to dominance by the So-

viet Union persuaded the House to
resist attempts to cut off funds to
Saudi Arabia from the $5.8 billion

can corporations suggest that we
may be taking the wrong approach to a restoration of friendship.
Under the circumstances,
shouldn't we be seeking foreign
aid?

foreign aid appropriation it sent to
the Senate.
But the demonstrated ability of
the oil-rich nation to bring the
world to its kness by slashing ex-

A man-made perch
comforts eagle family

ance. It is well to rebuild approval
of court decisions by a majority of
the people, ,1/110 rule our form of
governmelit.
But there can be tyranny by the
majority. The court's role is to
protect individuals and minorities
against such tyranny.
The pendulum must not swing
back too far. Government today is
bigger and more impersonal and
more omnipresent than ever. It
has powerful new technologies at

A 60-foot eagle perch overlooking Oregon's Klamath
Lake was designed by Wyerehaeuser Co., which carries on
a strict eagle-protection program on its lands, and erected
by company employes.
The eagles, who had been
nesting in two old poplar trees
trought down by wind, old age
arid a family of beavers,
promptly took over the perch
as a base for hunting food on
the lake

its disposal for surveillance of the

Eastman Kodak Co.
invests in education

citizen. We must be vigilant to
protect our individual liberties
against the agents of government.
And the officers must use their
new right to search with restraint
and responsibility.

More than $35 rrulbon has
been contributed by Eastman
Kodak, Rochester, N.Y., during the last 10 years to
approximately 600 of the nation's universities and colleges.
This year more than 300 of
the schools will receive a total
of $3.5 million from the company, which calls such support an "ingelltment in education."

the Old year draws to
close, and a fresh !Vete Year
begins, let us,tvish you the happy
fulfillment of all
hopes and dreams.
a

yeur

Houston-McDevitt Clinic
104 N 5th
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/
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Is aid a one-way street?

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare hopes to see a
it
substantial savings in the 81.3 billion it spends each year for prescriptions for Medicare and Medicaid patients as a result of its new
policy for reimbursing pharmacists. The government henceforth
will pay only the lowest price at
which identical drugs are available on the market.
The public at large should also
Save, if this encourages doctors to
prescribe drugs by their generic
name rather than a brand name.
The pharmaceutical industry has
never given a satisfactory explanation of why the same drug
should cost more under one brand
name than under another. This
action by HEW raises the hope
that in at least one category the
cost of getting sick may go down
instead of up.

no mercy to those who would
bomb an airliner with defenseless
passengers aboard or methodically murder hostages on a hijacked
plane. There should be no question whether such crimes warrant

Bible Thought For Today

juana were discovered. The two
men were convicted of narcotics
crimes on the basis of that evidence.
DEFENSE LAWYERS contended the police could only pat
down the drivers to see if they had
any concealed weapons that
might be a threat to the policemen's lives
The defense lawyers described
the routine searches of the persons and the automobiles without
prior evidence of a narcotics violation as unreasonable.
The court disagreed. The
searches and the convictions were
upheld.
THIS INDICATES the four justices appointed by President
Nixon are beginning to swing
back the legal pendulum which
had perhaps swung too far in the
direction of protecting citizen
rights.
It is well to restore judicial bal-

Right medicine

over to Italian authorities to do
the same. In jail they are an invitation to further terrorism to obtain their freedom. Justice owes

sought to capitalize on the hopes
that the peace announcement had
raised and on the emotions of a
war-weary American people during a Christmas period.
However, the.Communists misread the resoluteness of the
United States. When they refused
to negotiate honestly, President
Nixon ordered all-out bombing of
Hanoi, Haiphong Harbor and the
hpartland of North Vietnam on
bee. 18, 1972. As it became obvious to the Communists that they
faced destruction, they soon began serious negotiation. The
bombing stopped in 12 days and
an armistice was formalized last
Jan. 27.

When Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger sat down for his 28th
meeting with Le Duc Tho recently, the Communist negotiator for
North Vietnam, we hope that he
gave at least a fleeting thought to
an embarrassing moment that he
experienced a year ago.
Speaking of Vietnam, Mr. Kissinger declared at a press conference on Oct. 26, 1972, th,at "peace
is at hand."
From an academic point of
view, Dr. Kissinger had ample
reasons to draw his conclusion.
The North Vietnamese government had just announced that it
had reached agreement with the
United States of America on a
nine-point peace plan — that resolution of only a few details remained to make it final.
Behind these dramatic announcements to an anxious world
lay the melancholy history of 10
years of U.S. participation in that
war and numerous efforts to
achieve peace. These included
interruptions and cessations of
bombing in North Vietnam by the
allies since March 31, 1968, negotiations between the United States
and North Vietnam since May 10,
1968, the decision of an American
president not to seek reelection in
an effort to convince the Communists of his sincerity, a dozen secret trips by Mr. Kissinger to
Paris to meet with Tho and finally
the Oct. 26 announcement.
Dr. Kissinger was soon to learn
the difference between theory and
practice as the Communists
sought to extract the last ounce of
flesh from the nine-point agreement. They continued hostilities
while their conduct at the Paris
peace discussions became comensurately more intransigent. They

A New Excuse
The U.S. Postal Service has announced that
Christmqs mail may be delayed because of the
energy crisis. They point out that the airlines have
cut back flights to save gas which may create a mail
bottleneck. Well, anyway, it's nice to have a
respectable excuse for what has been happening all
along.
Remember when we had mail deliveries twice a
day, and the ABC boxes where in-city delivery was
guaranteed that same day'' And for all this progress
they want to charge 10 cents per letter and 13 cents
airmail. Remember the penny postcard? — Anniston (Ala.) Star

-
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Bargain Hunters Swarm
To Kentucky Flea Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
west wing of the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center was
recently invaded by a swarm of
shoppers with a common goal—
finding a bargain.
And bargains were easy to
come by at the Kentucky Flea
Market, which was billed as the
largest indoor market ever held
in the state. Row after row of
display tables (300 individual
displays in all) lined the wing,
and somewhere among the
goods, any Christmas shopper
could find that perfect gift.
The variety was endless.
Antique furniture, glassware,
old and new 'toys, arts and
crafts, second-hand clothing,
guns, coins and even square
nails
joined
psychedelic
posters, synthetic
wigs,
costume jewelry, tape recorders, old comic books and•
potted plants on the selling.
floor.
The majority of sellers were
professional dealers in antiques
and collectibles, however
several amateurs were also
there to unload their closets and
make some extra money. Some
of the sellers sat patiently
behind their tables while others
gave passers-by a real sales
pitch. Even some old-fashioned
price haggling could be heard
amidst the clamor.
An enterprising Shively
couple, John and Nell Stewart,
were responsible for the twoday supersale. Stewart, a real
estate broker and antique
collector, had visited dozens of
flea markets in Kentucky and
surrounding states and decided
that it was time for Louisville to
have the "biggest and best
ever."
Plans for the market were
drawn up months in advance
and Stewart leased the exposition space, which he then
sublet to each individual seller.

He recruited sellers by advertising in antique and trader
journals,and the response was
amazing," he said. "The
market attracted dealers from
about 15 different states."
Although Stewart said his
market was "probably twice as
big as anything held under one
roof" in the state, flea markets
are nothing new to Kentucky.
Several towns, such as
Nicholasville, Georgetown and
Glasgow, host flea or straw
markets regularly.
And similar affairs—ranging
from backyard junk sales to an
extravaganza held in Pasadena,
Calif.'s Rose Bowl—are popular
throughout the country.
Flea markets are usually
traced back to European
thieves' markets, when centuries ago, bandits sold their
loot in flea-infested outdoor
displays. The outdoor market is
still a thriving business inmost
European cities and towns and
is a popular tourist attraction.
Flea markets' popularity has
grown so widespread that some
professional dealers make a
living by visiting several each
year. A New York dealer at the
Louisville market said that his
wife stayed at home to mind the
antique shop while he traveled
the circuit of flea markets to
sell excess goods.
The Kentucky Flea Market
proved to be a successful
venture for Stewart and
everyone involved—from the
glassznaker to the amateur coin
collector to the bargain hunter
who made a real "steal" on an
antique washstand.
GREATEST KILLERS
The American Cancer Society predicts that breast and
lung cancer, the two greatest
killers, will claim a heavy toll
in 1974 with an expected 90,000
new cases of breast cancer —
CNS
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Tilghman Wins Crown
By Whipping Vikings
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Early in the basketball
season, rumors began circulating around the First
Region that the Paducah Tilghman basketball team wasn't
going to be a powerhouse this
year like it has been in the past.
But the Blue Tornado, like a
truth squad in a political
campaign, has began to shed
some light on the issue.
Taking advantage of its
superb defense and its
dominating rebounding
strength, Tilghman roared to a
75-57 win over Paducah St.
Mary Saturday to claim the
championship of the Paducah
Tilghman Christmas
Invitational for the sixth time in
the past seven years.
The victory lifts the Tornado
to a 6-4 overall season record
and also avenges an earlier six
points loss inflicted by St. Mary
'on. the Tilghman floor in
November.
Tilghman had reached the
championship
game
by
avenging an earlier loss to
Mayfield with a 70-57 win while
St. Mary entered the game off a
64-56 triumph over Calloway
County Friday.
For the first half of the game,
St. Mary gamely hung in the
contest but in the final 16
minutes, the Tornado used its
pressure zone defense and
checked the Vikings off the
board to roll to an easy win.
The Vikings led briefly in the
first period before Tilghman
roared back to move to an 18-13
cushion at the end of the first
eight minutes of action.
In the second period, brilliant
sophomore forward Gene Roof
vent on a rampage for St. Mary

and the Vikings forged to 25- Roof 16, Cochran 12, Weglicki 3,
24 midway through the period. Flets 2, Davis 4, Halicks 2 and
Tilghman, working the ball Vinson 2.
inside during the first half,
grabbed the lead for good with
2:45 left in the half when center
Larry Flatt scored from under
to lift the Tornado to a 30-28
edge.

cponTs Tarkenton Proves Scramblers
k_IVIURRAY LEDGER & TIMES Can Win As Vikings Triumph
Evert And Connors Reach Semifinals
By IAN MCCAUSLAND
Associated Press Writer
MELBOURNE,
Australia

1API - American tennis stars
Chris Evert and her fiance
Jimmy Connors reached the finals of the 874,500 Australian
Open Tennis Championships
Monday.
Miss Evert, 19, beat Julie
Heldman of Houston 6-2, 6-3
and Connors 21, clobbered Australian John Alexander 7-6, 6-4,
6-4 in the semifinals on the sunsoaked grass of suburban Kooyong center court.
The top-seeded Miss Evert of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., meets
former Wimbledon champion
Evonne Goolagong in the final
Tuesday and Connors,of Belleville, Ill., faces Australian Phil
Dent.
Miss Goolagong, the No. 2
seed, defeated her Australian
Colleague Kerry Melville 7-6,
57, 6-1 and eighth-seeded Dent
toppcountryrnan Ross Case
6-4, 6-1, 2-6, 6-2 Monday.

By the end of the half, Tilghman had increased the lead to
five points at 38-33.
Nine consectuvie points at the
outset of the third period moved
Tilghman to a 47-33 lead the the
hopes for a win for the Vikings
were blown away.
St. Mary could come
no
closer than eight points in the
period as Tilghman carried a
53-43 lead into the final eight
minutes.
The Vikings were unable to
move the ball to the insidi at all
in the final period as the wicked
Tilghman defense completely
stopped Roof and the Blue
Tornado coasted to a 23 point
advantage at one stage late in
the game.

Miss Evert said, "It would be
nice if Jimmy and I could bring
off the double.
-I think Jimmy can win - he
has a much better chance than
I do."
Miss Evert lost to Miss
Goolagong 6-2, 6-3 in the U.S
Australia Bonne Bell Cup in
Sydney last week.

Don Menefee, a burly 6-3
senior forward, led Tilghman
with 21 points while Guard
Charles Dunbar added 12 and 63 junior Cliff Robinson 12.
Roof and forward David
Paxton each scored 16 or the
Vikings while guar i Rick
Cochran added 12. itt
Tilghman enjoyed/ an overwhelming 44-19 rebounding
edge in the contest.
Tilghman
18..26..15..22-75
St. Mary
13..26..10..14-.57
Tilghman (75)-Flatt 9,
Robinson 12, Menefee 21,
Dunbar 15, Paschall 8 and
Harvey 1.
St. Mary (57)-Paxton 16,

America's No. 1
Selling. Small
Truck

This will be the 22-year-old
Miss Goolagong's fourth successive final in these championships. She has been the runnerup for the past three years -to Australian Margaret Court,
to Briton Virginia Wade and to
Mrs. Court again last year.

No Place Like Home As Host
Teams Win Holiday Tourneys
There's no place like home in that direction. Gary Link
for the holidays ... and there's soared four points in the final
no place like home for the hdri...06 seconds to give Missouri's
day basketball tournaments, ei- pulsating 80-78 victory over
ther.
Iowa State in the tournament
Traditionally the horne teams composed only of Big Eight
win and that's exactly what Conference teams.
happened in many of the big
Elsewhere, No. 14 Southern
ones over the weekend, starting California won the All-College
with
top-ranked
UCI.A's tourney in Oklahoma City by
triumph in the Bruin Classic.
trouncing Oral Roberts 96-75;
"UCLA is more awesome on Washington trimmed Oregon
the floor than they are on tele- State 65-56 for the champion.
vision," said Michigan Coach
Johnny Orr after losing a lopsided, 90-70 decision in Saturday night's final. "The only
way you're going to beat UCLA
is to be flawless in your perDec. 28
imeter shooting because there's
no way you're going to get inPeach Bowl
at Atlanta
side and make easy baskets"
Georgia 17, Marylan:
Not only did UCLA enjoy the
holiday host role, but so did No.
2 Maryland, No. 6 Marquette,
Dec. 29
No. 17 New Mexico, No. 19 NeAstro-Bluebonnet Bowl
at Houston
vada-1,as Vegas, Temple,
Houston 47, Tulane
Hawaii, Manhattan, Davidson
and Detroit.
Gator Bowl
at Jacksonville, Fla,
-Maryland, led by Tom
Texas Tech 28, Tennessee 1 9
McMillen's 18 points, won the
Sun Bowl
Maryland Invitational Tournaat El Paso, Tex.
ment with a 58-37 victory over
Missouri 34, Auburn 17
Boston College Sunday.
Shrine Bowl
-Marquette won its
at San Francisco
waukee Classic by beating
East 35, West 7
consin 4948 on Jerry Homan's
jump shot with 1:19 remaining
Dee. 31
in overtime.
Sugar Bowl
-New Mexico captured the
at New Orleans
Lobo Invitational with a 102-68
Notre Dame, 10-0, vs. AlavictorY.over Minnesota on the bama, 11-0, 8 pin. EST. ABCstrength of Bernard Hardin's TV.
21-point performance.
-Ricky Sobers' 22 points
Jan. 1
sparked Nevada-Lis Vegas to a
Rose Bowl
77-72 success over Virginia for
at Pasadena, Calif.
the titletof the Las Vegas ClasOhio State 9-0-1, vs. Souther,
sic.
California, 9-1-1, 5 p.m., EST„
-Sparked by Joe Anderson, NBC-TV.
Temple scored 15 straight
Cotton Bowl
points in a five-minute span in
at Dallas
the second half to beat CaliforTexas, 8-2, vs. Nebraska, 8-2
nia 51-42 for the Quaker City I, 2 p.m., EST, CBS-TV.
championship in Philadelphia.
Orange Bowl
-Hawaii won the Ftainbow
at Miami
(lassie with a 76-67 whipping of
Louisiana State, 9-2, vs. Penr
Purdue behind Tom Henderson State, 110, 8 p.m. EST, NBC
and Keith Bowman.
TV.
-Manhattan took the Holiday
(lassie, trimming St. John's in
Jan 5
an all-New York final 74-65 beHula Bowl
hind Bill Campion's 19 points
at Honolulu
East vs. West, 4:10 p.m. EST
and 10 rebounds.
-Davidson grabbed the Char- AB -TV
lotte Invitational, beating
Jan. 6
Miami (Ohio) 77-87 as John
All-American Bowl
Falconi poured in 26 points.
at Tampa, Fla.
-Detroit University took the
North vs. South, 1 30 1> °i
championship of the. Motor City
TV
Classic, trimming Fairfield 73- EST, Mizlou
-45oes-SfiiiiiaLioarii4-affeitsIty
Jan. 12
and Riley GotIviaz •
,
:gethr Bow
A home team also won in the
in Mobile,- Abii.
Big Eight -Tournament:4-v
ff&th vs. Stkittlitin.;
though the teams were stacked TV.

Workload or funload, Datsun
Lit Hustler saves. With low initial
cost, low maintenance and high
resale value. Super gas mileage,
too, even though its proven
1800cc overhead cam engine is
200cc larger than last year's
model.
Roomy cab and all-steel 6-foot
loadbed haul as much as 1440
lbs. Rugged two-stage rear trucktype suspension adjusts to the
load for sure-footed stability on
the road or in the rough. No wonder
flustler is still America's
WW1 selling small truck.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Murray Datsun, Inc.
DRen Until 7:Q9 p.m.
. Ph. 753-7114
South 12th Street
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ship of the Far West Classic in
Portland, Ore. and fifth-ranked
North Carolina State ripped No.
16 Mempnis State 98-83 to win
the Sugar Bowl in New Orleans.
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Richards' big play put the again.
DALLAS (AP)- "It's been
"It was a rainbow pattern
said scramblers can't win ... monkey squarely on Tarken...
at that time many people
been
has
where
it
back,
ton's
that's a bunch of garbage,"
might
barked Fran Tarkenton, with for most of the scramblin' thought the momentum
Cowboys, but I
just a touch of bitterness in his man's career - first with Min- go over to the
nesota, then with the New York didn't,- said pleased Viking
voice.
Tarkenton shed his loser's Giants and now Minnesota Coach Bud Grant.
tag as the Minnesota Vikings
celebrated their 27-10 National
Football Conference title victory over the Dallas Cowboys.
The 6-foot, 190-pound Tarkenton, who has had -much-maligned" in front of his name for
most of his career, propelled
the Vikings to a Super Bowl
VIII meeting with Miami on a
single stroke of brilliance when
the pressure-cooker was the
warmest Sunday.
But Tarkenton, in the playoffs for the first time in his 13
years in the National Football
$10,000 Minimum
League, said, "It's always a
team effort that wins football
games."
Dallas, a punchless tearn
most of the day, trailed only 10in the third quarter after
rookie Golden Richards sailed
63 yards for a touchdown with
a Viking punt.
The Cowboys bench went
wild. The usually blase Texas
Stadium fans rolled thunderous
cheers onto the field.
$1,000 Minimum
$5,000 Minimum
Tarkenton stepped calmly behind the center and arched a
ball as far as he could throw it
John Gilliam split Dallas defenders Mel Renfro and Cornell
Green at the Cowboy four.
caught the ball and stepped
into the end zone. The emotion
went out of Texas Stadium like
a pricked balloon.
"I didn't see him catch it, but
when he took off I knew he had
No Minim m
the ball and we had a store."'Tarkenton said. "However, far
Substantial interest penalty required for early certificate
that pass was ... that's as far
withdrawal.
as Fran Tarkenton can throw
not one inch more."
The play covered 54 yards.
Viking cornerback Bob
Bryant later intercepted a Roger Staubach pass and bolted
63 yards for a touchdown in the
fourth quarter to put the Cowboys out of it.
The Cowboys, who surrendered the ball six times on miscues, couldn't take advantage
of four Viking turnovers in the
second half.
Minnesota built up a 10-0
INSURED
halftime lead on Fred Cox's 44yard field goal and rookie
Chuck Foreman's five-yard
scoring sweep

gal4

Bowls At
A Glance

Li'L Hustler

On the Indonesian island of
Madura the most popular
spectator sport is annual races
of trained bulls, which are ridden by native "jockeys." .

SAME TEAM-Cliff Robinson 44i and Larry Flail tOt of
Paducah Tilghman battle for a rebound in Saturday's 75-57 with
over Paducah St. Mary.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
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Signs Scholarship

Pistons Whip Powerful Bucks
Behind Dave Bing's 22 Points
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"We're going to be one of the
better teams around eventually," said Detroit Coach Ray
Scott, "but we're just trying to
get it together this year."
The Pistons got it together
Sunday night long enough to
beat the powerful Milwaukee
Bucks 98-91 with a revamped
lineup. Scott decided to shuffle
;he deck a bit after Detroit lost
three of its last four National
,Basketball Association games,
installing George Trapp at forward and John MengeIt at
guard.
'Trapp wound up with 16
points, six of them down the
stretch, and Mengelt had nine.
But it was veteran guard Dave

Bing who kept the young Pistons m the game when Milwaukee threatened to break it
open in the third quarter.
Bing finished with 22 points
and Bob Lerner had 20 for Detroit. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
paced the Bucks with 30 points.
In other NBA games, the Atlanta Hawks held off the Cleveland Cavaliers 99-94; the New
York Knicks whipped the Kansas City-Omaha Kings 102-85;
the Los Angeles Lakers got by
the Buffalo Braves 108-105; the
Seattle SuperSonics surprised
the Golden State Warriors 9692; and the Portland Trail Blazers defeated the Chicago Bulls
99-92.

r LEDGERTS
cPOR
TIMES
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OXFORD, Miss. tAFt The
nephew of a former University
of Mississippi quarterback has
become the school's 27th grantin-aid scholarship signee.
Jim Reed, a 6-foot-4, 200pound quarterback from
Humprheys Academy at Belzoni, was signed Saturday by
Jake Gibbs, chief recruiter for
Ole Miss.
Reed is the nephew of Jack
Reed, who played for the
Rebels in 1951 and 1952. The
older Reed later played professional baseball with the New
York Yankees.

The Indiana Pacers won the
lone American Basketball Association game 109-108 over the
San Diego Conquistadors.
Hawke 99, Cavaliers 94
Lou Hudson sank three foul
shots in the final 30 seconds to
insure the Atlanta victory. Hudson wound up with 27 points for
the night, 13 of them in the
fourth quarter, while Pete Maravich led the Hawks with 29.
Knicks 102, Kings 85
New York opened up a 30point lead in the third quarter
and coasted home. Dave DeBusschere topped the winners
with 34 points in 36 minutes of
action.
MIAMI ( API — "We'd like to
Lakers 108, Braves 105
talked about in terms of the
be
Jimmy Price hit a careerhigh 27 points, including three Green Bay Packers," says
key baskets in the closing min- Coach Don Shula, who has his
awesome Miami Dolphins on
utes, for Los Angeles.
the threshhold of a second conSoaks 96, Warriors 92
Jim Fox scored 29 points and secutive Super Bowl championDon Watts had 18 for Seattle. ship.
And that is something that's
Cazzie Russell scored 35 points
been done only once in seven
for the Warriors.
previous National Football
Blazers 99, Bulls 92
off 10 League title games — by the
reeled
Portland
straight points in the final peri- Packers of the legendary Vince
od to go on top for good. John Lombardi in 196'7 and 1968.
The Dolphins, who thundered
Johnson finished with 24 points
and Sidney Wicks added 21 for through 17 straight foes to win
Portland. Chet Walker netted 31
GENERAL
for Chicago.
AUCKLAND, New Zealand —
Pacers 109, Q's 108
motorcycle
Roger Brown sank a pair of Cal Rayborn, world
Spring
from
recordholder
speed
free throws with just three seckilled when
onds left to give Indiana its Valley, Calif., was
barrier durthird straight victory, the first he cracked into a
Pukeohe
the
at
race
a
ing
time this season the Pacers
Track.
have won three straight.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
College basketball teams
from the Southeast have today
and Tuesday off for the New
Year's holiday, but action resumes Wednesday as Georgia
Tech hosts Florida and Mississippi State welcomes Southern Illinois.
Georgia Tech is also at home
Friday against Wisconsin-LaCrosse and Florida State meets
Texas A di M that same night
in the Bluebonnet Bowl tournament.

DAN
tIS

Tilghman defends
WORKING ON ROOF—Cliff Robinson 444 of
Watching the
Mary.
St.
Paducah
of
1341
Roof
sophomore Gene
action is Larry Flatt (40i of Tilghman.
'Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

NEW ORLEANS AP i — College football's national championship is on the line in
tonight's Sugar Bowl showdown
between No. 1 Alabama and
third-ranked Notre Dame. And
this first meeting of the two
gridiron giants has all the overtones of a 20th century Civil
War.

Csonka Leads Miami
To Super Bowl Again

Southern Cage Teams To
Resume, Action Wednesday

ertificate

Alabama And Fighting Irish
Meet Tonight For The Crown

The Southeastern Conference
begins league play Saturday
with Alabama at Vanderbilt,
Tennessee at Auburn, Florida
at Mississippi State, Mississippi
at Georgia and Kentucky at
Louisiana State.
In the only Sunday game, Edd
die Palubinskas scored 23
points to lead I.SU over Boston
University 10244. It was the
sixth straight victory for the Ti-

gers against two losses. Kerry
Walker scored 19 for the losers.
In other weekend games,
Dave Thompson scored 34
points as North Carolina State
crushed Memphis State 98-83
for the title in the Sugar Bowl
Basketball tournament in New
State
Memphis
Orleans.
dropped to 8-3. North Carolina
State has lost only to top-rated
UCLA.
Tennessee beat Santa Clara
00-76 in the Rainbow Classic
tourney in Honolulu; 11th-ranked Vandy beat Vermont 91-56;
- Mississippi
State
whipped
Christian Brothers College 73-62
and Notre Dame whalloped
Kentucky 94-79.
Third-rated Notre Dame outscored Kentucky 18-8 in the
first three minutes of the second half to ice the contest. John
Schurnate scored 25 points for
the Fighting Irish and Kevin
Grevey had a similar total for
the Wildcats.

It a year ago, captured their
third straight American Conference crown Sunday before a
howling mob of 75,000 hometown fans as bruising Larry
Csonka ran for 117 yards and
three touchdowns in a 27-10 victory over the Oakland Raiders.
The trip to the Super Bowl
will be Miami's third straight
— and that, in itself, is a
record.
Miami was immediately established as a six-point favorite
by oddsmaker Jimmy "The
Greek" Snyder to whip the
Minnesota Vikings in Super
Bowl VIII at Rice Stadium in
Houston Jan. 13.
Minnesota also earned its
berth Sunday in pro football's
biggest show with a 27-10
triumph over the Dallas Cowboys for the National Conference championship.
Someone asked Shula if he
was thinking of becoming a legend like the late Lombardi.
-No," he said, flashing a big
smile. "I'd just like to get to
.500. I'm one and two right now
and all I want to do is get
even."
The Viking clash marks the
fourth time Shula has carried a
team to the NFL title game.
His Baltimore Colts lost to the
New York Jets in the third Super Bowl game and the Dolphins fell to the Cowboys two
years ago before downing
Washington last season No other coach has been to three Super Bowls, let alone four
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each other, there's no love lost
among their followers.
The game will be decided in
old Tulane Stadium, and so, apparently, will the national
championship since Oklahoma,
runner-up in The Associatc,4
Press rankings, is ineligible for
a bowl game.
The statistics are impressive
on both sides, as befit the opponents in only the ninth time unbeatens have met in the 71-year
history of bowl games.
Alabama finished the regular
season second nationally in total offense, second in rushing,
third in scoring, 11th in total
defense and fifth in scoring defense. This is the 15th straight
bowl trip for the Crimson Tide
and 27th overall, more than any
other .school.
Notre Dame ranked fifth nationally in total offense, sixth in
rushing, eighth in scoring, second in total defense, third in
rushing defense and third in
scoring defense. The Fighting
Irish earned national titles in
1943, 1946, 1947, 1949 ancrk1966
and have the best winning percentage of all time -- .774 with
552 victories, 148 losses and 38
ties.

Sale Starts Wednesday,

Start 1974 With Savings Galore

1
13

"Our people in Alabama and
elsewhere in the area consider
this the biggest game ever
played in the South," says
Coach Bear Bryant, who earlier
called it "the game of history
in the South."
Kickoff is set for 8:15 p.m.
EST and will be televised nationally by ABC. With the previous Sugar Bowl crowd record
of 84,031 in danger of being
erased, the game is billed as
the world's largest New Year's
Eve party.
Each team received about
14,000 tickets for its fans, barely a drop in an Alabama bucket
filled with almost 100,000 requests. Tickets were reported
to be going for $100 a pair in
Tuscaloosa, Ala., last week.
The only disquieting note
marring the carnival atmosphere in this Mardi Gras town
is a threat by members of the
black community to picket the
game. They are demanding
one-third representation on the
New Orleans Mid-Winter Sports
Association, which sponsors the
game.
While Bryant and Notre
Dame's Ara Parseghian express the greatest respect for
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,
JLNUARY 2, 1974
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
0 Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IVA
Avoid extremes and don't
misjudge others' intentions or
actions. Work may seem
strenuous, persons about you
niore difficult to get along with,
but YOU can cope.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21) ti4 '
1
Day (with a brand new year
ahead) offers incentive for
forging ahead. It will be
important,
however,
to
emphasize stability, carefully
systematize all procedures.
GIEMINI
(May 22 to June 210
Good Mercury influences.
There's much you can attain
now. Your dynamic personality
can shine, and your adaptability
will help in unusual situations.
CANCER
0
(June 22 to July 23) 0
Handle your schedule efficiently but give yourself time
for investigation, observations
of flaws in method. Some
revisions may be necessary.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412figZ
Find the most fitting way to
present your program, to
express an idea. Thus framed,
the picture will be more
marketable. Team work will
bring fine results.
VIRGO
0Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Where the obvious means to
success are somewhat on the
sketchy side, do your best to fill
in the sparse areas—with
feasibility in mind.
LD3RA
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Mixed stellar influences
stimulate your ambition and
enterprise;
also
bring
tendencies toward stubbornness
and chance-taking. Avoid!
SCORPIO
OcL 24 to Nov. 22) 111,0*
Certain situations may seem
more complicated than they
are; others appear less
complex, but be careful here not
to be heedless, caught off guard.
Be especially careful in
romance.
SAGITTARIUS
1 Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 40
A favorable period for
personal improvement,
increasing
knowledge,
sharpening skills. Aim only for
the highest objectives. You can
attain much now.
CAPRICORN
0Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Do not become irritated when
opposed. Consider: Maybe the
other fellow's suggestions are
better than you realize. Stress
your innate sense of fairness.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A lively outlook. Advancement indicated in several areas.
If you have felt some restraint
recently, you may step more
freely now—but not recklessly,
of course.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Neptune generous. You now
have an excellent opportunity to
lisaw your adaptability and
ability to think and act quickly
in emergencies. Do avoid
impulsiveness, however.
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YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with the talents and
characteristics suited to a wide
variety of occupations. You
intuitively know the right move
at the crucial moment, can say
much in terse, concise speech,
getting right to the core of a
mattar.
Your.
integrity,
practicality and Meticulousness
are outstanding and you will
stand by your principles to the
death. In short, you're a pretty
substantial citizen. This, of
course, if you're living up to
your
better
side.
The
undeveloped Capricornian can
be moody, secretive, envious
and lethargic—an "injustice
collector" who accomplishes
nothing and hates those who do.
So-o-o? It's up to you!

•

MANUFACTURING
INCREASE
In the 12 months ending
Sept. 30, productivity rose 5
per cent in U.S. manufacturing. — CNS
BIKE INJURIES
Bicycle accidents in 1972
caused .Lite &atm and more
ttme ,47,An.-141•W*4• aCcUrCi- •
ing to statistics released by
The Travelers Insurance
Cornparaes. —CNS
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WANT AbS...

I have a lovely bunch
of coconuts
for Sale!

People sell everything in Want Ads.
Bicycles, Motorcycles, Stereos,
Appliances, Furniture,Typewriters,
Musical instruments,even e few
coconuts once in awhile. Check
around your house or apartment.
Make a list of the items you are
no longe? using. Call a friendly Ad Visor who will help you
with your Want Ad. Before
you know it, you will have
met interesting people
who will buy your
reusable items for
cash. You'll b
happy. They'll be
happy.
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Five Children, Marine
Die In West Virginia Fire

Jeannette Woody, 30, sur- "Somebody yelled You can't
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
vived the fire that destroyed get in, you can't get in.' Then average taxpayer who fears
her four-room cinder-block somebody knocked me out the that a simple mistake on his
home, but her five young chil- door backwards.
1973 tax return will subject him
dren and a Marine who tried to
"I heard one of the children to a troublesome and costly auas
we
save them died in the blaze.
cry 'Momma, nionuna,'
dit doesn't have much to worry
"I ?an into her house and the ran toward the house."
about.
smoke and flames knocked me
The Marine, 19-year-old RodBut if he is the kind of taxhack out," said Ms. Lewis. ney Carter Bobbitt of Keystone,• payer'whose name is likely to
had stopped by the Lewis home appear on a White House
Answer to SaturdaY s Rutile
while visiting his aunt on a 10- enemies list, he has greater
Crossword Puzzler OM ORDER] 101310 day holiday leave.
cause for concern.
000 00000 000
Internal Revenue Service auout
if
them
get
said,'I'll
He
7 Beverage
ACROSS
600100M0 00000
8 Frees ot
I can,' and went into the dit guns - largely run by comB000 MGM
9 Epistle la0Or
1 Headgear
00000 0000000
house," Ms. Lewis said. But puter - are aimed at those tax
10 Fond hope
4 Greek letter
12 Proceed
6 Showed Con
01000
12012100
00
returns showing the greatest
didn't come back out."
he
14 Lavished tOnd.
Cern
OMM 00M00 MOO
neSs on
II A stale
Acting fire chief Danny Sel- potential for ffelding substan00 GOMM 0000
17 Lamb s pan
13 Wing-tooled
vey said the house was en- tial additional tax revenue.
name
15 Weight (ably I
20
Disturbance
16 Commanded
The IRS last year audited
gulfed
in flames when his men
6
101rOlars
23 Note ot scale
18 Conjunction
EIVE130 00810000
arrived. He said the bodies of only about 1.8 million returns
24 Exalt
19 Negative
25 Barracuda
Prefix
t3obbitt and three children were - out of 78 million filed - but
27 0,spatched
21 Liquefy
30 Chair
found in one room and the bod- the audits resulted in an addi22 Narrow open
32 Caudal appenies of the other two children tional $5.1 billion lax libility.
capital
dage
43 WOrn away
24 Egyptian god35 Institutions of
44 Compass potnt 57 Tattered clotrn
dess
That's an average of about
were in an adjoining room.
learning
Symbol
for
tan
for
46
58
Printer s
26 Spanish
The unmarried Woody wom- $2,800 additional tax per audit.
taturn
37 Farce
river (pi
measure
38 More unusual
48 Spatted hOrSe 60 Anger
28 Exist
an ran back into her burning So $10 and $20 mistakes are not
39 Cubic meters
62 Greek teller
29 Hafts
51 Unlock
41 Shade
64 PrepOSoliOn
53 European
31 Difiseed
home after summoning help. likely to bring an IRS agent to
33 Man s
She suffered second-degree the door, even though the IRS
nickname
34 Goll mounds
burns in the futile rescue at- double checks all arithmetic.
36 Projecting
About 75 per cent of all autempt.
tooth
38 Rupees tabbr
an dits last year resulted in some
that
Officials
theorized
40 DipiOrnaCy
42 Wearies
overheating coal stove caused change in tax.
45 Devoured
IRS spokesmen explained
the fire. Ms. Lewis thought oth47 The one here
49 Unit ot taken
their auditing prc&.ediire
.after a
erwise.
currency p1)(
She had been having trouble special congressional -report
50 City in Nevada
52 R,eposition
with her electricity. The wires showed that a high proportion
54 A state labbr
of the 700 persons named on so55 Teutonic deity
had been burning in two."
56 Object
hk
authorities called White House enemies
Miss
Woody
told
59 Roman gods
40
61 Amend
'
from her hospital bed in Welch lists were subjected to audit
6.3 Click beetle
that she awoke to find the fire probes, even though the lists
65 Warbles
66 Nola ot scale
burning throughout the house. themselves were not considered
67 Poem
She said she jumped through a by the tax agency.
ao
DOWN
The report, prepared by the
window to safety.
I Farm animal
Her children were 2-month- Joint Committee on Internal
2 Painter
old Angela; Helen Ann, 4; Revenue Taxation, found that
3 Hebrew letter
4 Average
Sandra, 7; Christine Carole, 8; about 25 per cent of those on
5 Beneath
Distr. by United eater* Syndicate. Inc.
it
the list were audited compared
6 Boxes
and Nathaniel, 11.

KEYSTONE, W.Va. ( AP) Madeleane, Lewis awoke Sunday morning to the screams of
her next-dooi neighbor.
She was telling me to come
and help her get her children
out of the house," said Ms.
Lewis, 24. But there wasn't
much any of us could do."
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Brittle Bones Victim Happy 8-Year-Old

Average Taxpayer Has
Little Worry Of Audit

ITS Q(ATE FAR FROM THE EARTH
NOW,BUT IN FIFTE6N.DA4(5 IT
Li.XLL BE ONLY SEYEt.ITK-FNE
MILLION MILES AIJJA.(...
_
_---(KEEP LOW)

with the national average of
slightly more than two per
cent. In addition, more than
half of those on the list had
their tax returns screened for
possible audit.
If overall IRS averages on
the percentage of audits yielding higher taxes held true,
about 132 persons on the list
ended up with higher tax bills.
The committee said its staff
"found no evidence that any returns were screened as a result
of White House pressure on the
IRS."
Among explanations for the
higher percentage of audits, it
said, were:
-Persons on the list "tend to
be involved in a wider range of
business activities than the average persons with the same income."
-A large fraction of those on
the list are journalists and
writers who "tend to have
large deductions for business
expenses," which automatically
subject them to closer scrutiny.
An IRS spokesman added a
third reason. He said that
many of those on the list were
contributors to political campaigns and candidates and this
also tends to bring close IRS
checking.
The joint committee said 52
per cent of those named on one
list had adjusted gross income
of more than $50,000 and 46 per
cent had incomes between $10,000 and $50,000. The committee
said that nationwide about 14
per cent of persons with over
$50,000 income are audited by
the IRS, while 22 per cent of
those on the one list were subjected to audit.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API Jay Crutcher could add a verse
or two to the saying about
sticks and stones: Almost anything can break his bones.
But it'll take more than that
to break his spirit.
The 8-year-old second grader
is in a cast from the waist
down as the result of the latest
of 26 broken bones he has suffered since infancy. Yet it
hasn't stopped his activities.
He lies down to eat and play
and lies on his stomach to do
his school work at school.
And Christmas morning, he
lay near the Christmas tree to
open his gifts.
Jay, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack C. Crutcher Jr., has osteogenesis imperfecta-brittle
bones.
Jay winds up in casts as the
result of blows that would hardly bruise the average youngster.
He has walked some, but
most of his young life has been
spent in a wheelchair or hospital bed.
Mrs. Crutcher said she and
her husband first suspected he
had the disease when he was
less than 3 years cld. Doctors
found he had suffered skull
fractures and other breaks as
an infant, but those breaks had
QUEEN MARY II
Queen Mary H of England
died on Dec. n, 1694.

Motor home drivers
should check tires

School, described Jay as an unusually happy boy.
"Luckily," Mrs. Crutcher
said, "Jay's breaks heal fairly
fast. He gets pretty discouraged at tunes, but perhaps
when he gets older he will become more cautious."
While Jay hasn't decided
what he wants to be when he
grows up, he's decided one
thing he won't be: a bone doctor.
"No way," he said.
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Did you know There Are A Couple of
Hundred Places to stay in the Palm
Beaches, but only ONE Hilton Inn? Did
you you know the Hilton Inn of the Palm
Beaches is located a few yards from the
beautiful Blue Atlantic Ocean? Did you know
the Hilton Inn of the Palm Beacheshas all
hotel facilities with Olympic pool, kiddie pool,
Tennis Courts, all Oceanview rooms, Superb
Dining Room and Lounge? Did you know the
Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches is within
short distance to Disney World and a
multitude of Florida attractions and golf
courses? But—did you Know You can
makes reservation now to enjoy all
these things plus Hilton Quality and
Service—Either contact your local
Hilton Reservation Service or
write or phone us directly.

More than 65 per cent of
recreational motor home vehicles' tires, front and rear,
had inflation pressures less
than recommended levels, according to survey findings of
:he Department of Transportation of the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-

THEATER FIRE
A fire at the Iroquois Theater in Chicago killed 588 people on Dec. 30, 1903.

1

tration.

The survey indicated that 71
per cent of the owners did not
have proper weighing instrugtions and 53 per cent of the
buyers did not have proper instructions concerning bleeding of air from tires when hot.

BOMBING HALT
Resident Nixon ordered a
halt to bombing of North Vietnam above the 20th Parallel
on Dec. 30, 1972.

a

healed unnoticed.
Most of his breaks resulted
from accidentally striking a leg
against a chair. He once broke
a leg when he turned to reach
for a toy.
The youth attends a special
class for orthopedically handicapped children at a school
where eOuipment is available to
load arid' unload students on
buses.
Fonrose Wortham, principal
of the Slaughter Elementary

Write or phone
Telephone: 305/848-5502

THE HILTON INN
3800

NORTH OCEAN DRIVE • RIVIERA BEACH. FLA. 33404
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1
4
8
' 12

Weaken
Maiority
Crate
Collection of
facts
13 Pilaster
14 Goddess of
diticord
15 Unit of
Siamese currency
16 Extremities
18 Walks
unsteadily
20 Lartipreys
21 Symbol tor
nickel
22 Spread tor
drying
23 Worthless
leaving 1911
27 Make lace
29 Skill
30 Collision
31 Mans
nickname
32 Pigpen
33 Possesses
34 Three-low,
Sloth
35 Tranquility
37 Noise

DOWN
I District in Germany
2 Ptiker stake
3 Obvious
4 Small rugs
5 Number
6 Thoroughfare
7 Domesticated
8 Adverse twice
9 Macaw
10 Yellow ochre
II Worm
17 Negative preix
19 Chinese mile
22 Attempt
24 Sun god
25 Former Russian
ruler
26 Part of leg
27 Hits lightly
28 Appellation of
Athena
29 Devoured

Answer to Yestercl...

MMO OM MONO
0000021 DRUMM
MO =Dom mo
mo ZERO AMMO
MOP 0000 000
0100170 MOO 00
GOMA AMMO
00 00(411 MOM
0B0 MOO MOO
00M0 OMOM MG
00 U00100UU 00
mamma 000000
PUMA 0A WOO

30 Container
32 Trains
33 Pert of body
38 Contunctkon 37 Portion of
medicine
38 Commission
40 Wall painting
41 Babylonian

43
44
45
46
17
48
49
50

deity
Greek •-,t 'sr
Mani,.
Low ne.i.v cart
Wise person
Greek atrrer
Recent
Man s r...knarne
Obtain
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Another View

6. Help Wanted

I'M TAKING
A SURVEY

IF IT'S better pay you want
write me. Opening in Murray
area. Age unimportant, but
maturity is. We train. Air mail
B.R. Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum, Ft. Worth,
Tex.

PETS,
AKC
registered
Dachshound and St. Bernards.
Tropical fish, Parakeets, Parrots
and small animals. Visit the new
Pet World 121 Bypass, Murray,
Kentucky. Open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Closed on Sunday.

WANTED LADY to stay with
elderly couple. Phone 753-1634.

ave you visited the new

30 Si. stogie
30 Band worn

PET WORLD

Wound waist
40 Cleaning
utensil
41 Teutonic deity
42 Burden
44 Hospital sections
47 Hearten
51 Macaw
52 River (kick
53 Matured
54 Scold
55 Srioemaker s
tool l 1
56 Permits
57 Change color
ot

0

ARE YOU YES, NO
OR UNDECIDED?

•
•
•

Night
Manager
Wanted

121 Bypass

;

HONDA 350, extra nice be
ridden very little, low initial
Priced for winter sale. Phone 7
1586 or 753-3500 after 5:00 p

WIENNSTrucks
VOLKSWAGON, 1969 1600 Seal
extra clean, low millage. ni
tires, automatic, air ct
ditioning, stero tape, radio a
rear window defroster. Pho
753-7619 or 753-8545.

sw,r-c.....1:(si.b.... ser‘5.4
imp 1967 NEW Yorker Crysler, pow
seats, steering and brakes. A
conditioned, good conditiot
- - •'
AUCTION SALE, Friday night, Phone 7534651 or 753-5583 after
Full Time
CLOSED
December 28, 7:00 p.m., 107 South
ON
15th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
0 Apply In Person at
CHEVROLET-1969 Nova tv
Leaving town and must sell nice
door coupe, 6 cylinder wil
double oven gas range, large
automatic, radio and vinyl roo
automatic washer, living room
Phone 753-8500.
sty, by United Feature Syndicate,
suite, bedroom suite, desk and
tiawklaimmoskii.4
chairs, TV., coffee and end
OEM=
1970 convertible Spidt
THEL1 HAVE SOME OF
24. Miscellaneous,
29. Mobile Home RentaC tables, lamps, fans and heaters. FIAT124 series. 32,000 miles. Ne,
WHAT ARE
THE MST BEAUTIFUL FLOATS
Many more odd items. Sale rain
BAR-B--Q SHOULDERS for
WI-IAT'S THE SURVEY I FIREWOOD-cut
YOU WATCHIN61
THIS OAR I'VE EVER SEEN
to order. New Years
12' x60' all Electric trailer on a 102 or shine. For information phone tires. Phone 753-4707 or 753-817;
Eve.
Phone
753-9151
ABOUT?
Phone 436-2322 or 753-6145.
acre lot. Phone 753-4534.
Chester & Miller Auction Service,
Roberts Hi-Burger.
435-4042, or 435-4672, Lynn Grove. 1968 CHEVROLET Pickup,
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
cylinder with overdrive, powt
away! Let Avon help you make 'FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753- 12x60 ALL electric trailer on 1/AUCTION SALE, Saturday, steering, long wheelbase. Phor
acre lot for rent or sale. Phone
holiday money. As an Avon 4147, or 436-2390.
December 29, 10:00 a.m. at •the 436-5675.
753-4534. ,
Representative, you can earn CLEAN
late Elmus Parrish' home, turn
RUGS, like new, so easy
extra cash-and it's easy and to
do with Blue Lustre. Rent
MOBILE HOME for rent or sale off of Highway 54 east at Brown's 1973 VEGA station wagon, powt
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
electric shampooer $1.00. Kwikand air, AM-FM radio, tag
HAS THE GRAND
LfEAH,
12 x 60, two bedrooms, set up and Grocery, watch for sign.
BUT NE WASN'T ANYONE
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. Pik
player, 10,000 actual mile:
Market, Five Points.
Will
sell
an
extra
MARSHAL GONE LOU MISSEC
large
lot
of
underpinne
400 EVER HEARD OF
d
at Riveria Courts,
42001 443-3366.
'(ET
$3,000. Phone 436-5649.
extra
nice
HIM
furniture,
appliances,
nt $125 per month plus deposit.
glass, china and cooking utensils,
26.-TV-Radio
Phone 436-2135.
some choice antique items, shop 1966 CATALINA,4 door, hardtcs
-•
tools and riding lawn mower, nice all power. Phone 753-3786
IN-DASH AM-FM Stereo tape SPECIAL-SPECIAL-Special.
double oven electric range,
I'LL PUT YOU DOWN
player with two speakers. $100.00. 19" color TV sets, new, 199.95.
-TANOSE
Mattress and springs-full $20.00. Roby Sales, Benton Kentucky WANT TO rent 50-100 acres of refrigerator, chest type home 1957 CHEVROLET. Exceller
soybean ground. Phone 753-6358.
, fuel oil heating stove, condition, will sacrifice. Phon
Professional Cue Stick-best offer
24000 BTU air conditioner, round 753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:0
over $45.00. Psychedelic light LLEARANCE Sale G.E. pordining table and chairs, glass p.m.
THE PHANTOM
$15.00. Call 753-1662 or 753-0006. table Cassette eecorder players. 32. Apaytments For
WHILE THEY LAST!
door
LIKE THAT MASKED PONT
china cabinet, early
Sale
MAN 6A117, SE CALM RwHP
TWO OR Three rooms furnished American living room furniture,
MATTRES
Model
S
AND
Box
springs,
Price
Price
OR YOU'LL HAVE A
ME OF
M-8433
$29.95 $25.811 apartments. Carpeted, plenty black and white TV., odd chairs NEW
$5.00. Two end tables $4.00
HEART ATTACK. 0 THAT
YEARS Eve Plans? The
M4415
$3996
$39.95
Snits parking. Automatic gas heat. All and tables, bedroom suites, one
Swival chair $5.00, chest
of BUMS
University Day Care Center wil
• $42.95 $35 88 utilities furnished, reasonable
hand
rocker,
drawers $8.00. Desk and chair.
of a kind antique
21411111
$4495 $3288
be open December 31, from 8:01
rent. Phone 753-8865.
made, over 100 years old, walnut p.m to 1:00
chair $1.00 poster bed $10.00. M-1888 `i
551 96 $3999
a.m. for children
'
wardrobe, many more choice ages two
Phone 753-7577.
through seven. Fos
NICELY FURNISHED, one
ROBY SALES
$59 95 "7 88
items. Sale will be held rain or reservation
HIGHWAY st BENTON Hy
s call 753-4478 or 753
bedroom apartment for couple
shine.
MEN'S THREE suiter Sam6199
only. Can be seen at 1405 Poplar.
For information phone Chester
nite, like new $15.00, electric
& Miller Auction Service 435-4042
popper, $3.00. Toaster $1.00,
NEATLY FURNISHED one or
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sear
or 435-4672, Lynn Grove.
cker clothes hamper $2.00. DESIRARLEMIDBTLE Home lot,
two bedroom apartment. May be
seamless gutters installed pe
ne 753-7256, 222 South llth $20.00 per month. Water and
seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
Montgomery Ward
your specifications. Call Larr.
garbage
pickup
set.
included,
1203 Chestnut
Lyles at 753-2310 for Ire,
Lakeway Mobile Home Court. located 100 South 13th Street.
Sale, Wednesday only
APARTMENT HOUSE-Five estimate.
COAT FOR Sale, Brand new 753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
YOU A66R4VATING
10 percent oft ait Returned
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
GIRL! WH4T C70 YOU MEAN.
furnished apartments, 20 percent
never been worn, rust color, size MOBILE HOME,
Go0dS
Schult model bedrooms. Phone 753-7850.
ytai CANT 'TELL ME •
Open till 7:00 P.M
income income on investment. ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shoe
14. 250.00. Phone 753-3876 ask for 1973, 12 x
WHO YOU'LL MARRY ?
60, almost new. Just
Phone Cadiz 522-8469.
Meme.
(old ice plant). Complets
take
over
payments.
Phone 753- 33..Roomsfor Rent
ADVERTISING
remodeling
and
repairs
2278.
DEADLINES
SLEEPING ROOMS, electric SPANN REALTY for all your cabinets, paneling, doors, for
All display ads, classified
heat,
private
entrance, needs. We handle all types of mica work, ft:11.9h carpentry
10' x 50' TWO bedroom used refrigerator,. Zimmerm
display
and
regular
an Real Estate. We need listings. contracting. Phone 753-4124 os
USED SIGNATURE 30" white mobile home, totally electric, Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone (-,1 'V SPANN REALTY 753-0790 nights.
display, must be submitted
enamel stove. phaae 4384,803.
new carpeting throughout. Only phone 7534609.
753-7724 , Sycamore, Murray.
by 12 noon, the day before
SMALL BOAT repair, complete
$1995.00. Phone 753-4469.
publication.
repair and painting fiberglass,
All reader classifieds
FURNISHED ROOM for men or 46. Ho
aluininu or wood, call 436-2427.
must be submitted by 4
1971 MOBILE Home 12' x 52', two women. Kitchen facilities.'$70.00
KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas bedrooms, $3,000.00.
p.m. the day before
Brick
home
on
large lot, 901.x
Phone 753- per month including utilities. One
SPecial) receive free hose and 2248.
315', back yard fully fenced,
WILL GLAZE and simonize any
publication.
block from campus. Available
at 809 Olive St near Middle
attachments with the purchase of
car. Reasonable. Phone 753-9429.
immediately. 753-0832.
NANCY
School, college and shopping
OKAY, OKAY, I'LL
a new Kirby upright through Dec.
center 6 bedroom, 2, 2 baths,
•
large den and kitchen, for
YOU'RE SO LAZY--CUT OUT
• 31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359,
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
mal living room & dining
S ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob
SAMS*it*'t
HOW ABOUT YOUR
room
LOAF I
Full
basement
Having trouble getting those
x
TWO
BEDROOM
42
8
mobile
finished for play room and
NEW YEAR'S
Bryar,Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller,
THREE
small
BEDROOM
jobs done? Call Ernest
bnck
house
lin
the
ice
old
plant
building
kitchen
•
Basement
wall
10"
home $45.00. Large lot. Phone
RESOLUTION TO
• or stop by and see a new or
poured concrete outside
White, 753-0605.
to rent to couple. Phone 753-8457.
South 4th St. Murray, Ky. • rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
489-2595
CUT OUT
entrance Steel 1 beam sub
structure, gas I. electric heat
Commercial Carpet-42.99 841.0
LOAFING
THREE
BEDROOM
house,
and
1617
air conditioning Pkaster
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
THREE BEDROOM mobile
yd.
walls interior Must
!Kitchen Print-M.99 sq. yd.•
Electric
home,fully furnished. Phone 753- College Farm Road, $125.00 per
offers
24
hour
appreciate - Immediate
•
month.
Available
any time.
possession.
emergency service for well
:She as low as $2.99 sq. yd. I ONE SEARS twin twelve am- 4920 or 753-7350.
Ralph McCuiston- 753-4417
Phone 436-5803.
• plifier, one professional cardiod
pumps, plumbing and electrical
Truck load every week
•
microphone, with stand. Phone TWO TRAILERS at Shady Oaks
• No job too small or too 14,
BARGAIN HOME or Income problems Phone 753-5543.
1 753-8595.
•
trailer park. One bedroom and
• large.
Rental property, five bedrooms
•
waspotwo••••••••••••••••
three bedroom. Belongs to AKC RESISTEPIED St. Bernard and full basement on corner lot SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107
VERY''FUNNY,
'.CARPET SALE all during the MUSIC LESSONS: Band in- Hubert Newberry can be seen puppies, top quality, 6 weeks old. for $15,000 is sold this month. See after 5:00 p.m.
VERY FUNNY
month of December, Hughest struments, piano, guitar, anytime, go to Shady Oaks and Phone 901-232-8327, near Paris, at 1700 Miller then call Owner at
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street, beginning violins, Experienced ask for Mr. North.sworthy to show Landing.
CONSTRUCTION, Complete
753-9773. May finance at bank
teachers with masters degree. them to you. Reasonable price.
Murray, Kentucky.
rate with reasonable down basements, ready to live in if
Phone 753-1470.
payment, or will consider trade wanted,
garages,
patios,
TWO BEDROOM 56 x 10, gas
for Mobile Home, car, Truck, sidewalks, retaining walls
,stove,
electric
heat,
water
furmating
Have you visited the ne
tractor, or other personal driveways, etc. Also backhoe
•riLshed, V2 mile from city limits.
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
property•
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest' 121 South. Ptbone 753-7143.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
•
121 Bypass
13th Street. "Every day you
HOUSE TRAILER 10 by 42,
0
•:›
delay lets bugs have their way."
....•••••••• ‘Z)
natural gas heat, near Univerf‘=',

Jerry's
Restaurant

DUE TO
SWAGES

41.
PUbiz Sales
'

SUN DAY

'

1

0

avNa440.

Ataill11111111

te Or phone
5/848-5502

NN
LA

33404

Root.

--

#4191.,
..ty

41110111111111111111111

111111111111111111111

I••••••••••••••••••.,
Discount
:Carpet Center •
:

kg. Mobile HOInttjtootakk

22.whiloot,

MOW

OPENING

• ARADISE
KENNELS

PET WORLD

it My Wanted

24.600 'sinsou

FULL OR part time-Electrolux
now open for sales and service
personnel-be salart and start ;MM.8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
pl ne Paducah 443-6469. Equal
opportunity employer.

NCR CASH REGISTER, has all
the extra features for any type of
business. Cost $700.00 new, only
two years old. Cheap, Cheap,
Cheap. Phone 753-8500.

CLEAN CARPE 'S the save and
EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse, safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
Avon can help fill both. Start an electric shampooer $1.00. Big K,
Avon business of your own by Belaire Shopping Center.
calling or writing Mrs. Glenda
Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah Ken-!WOOD FOR sale also will buy
standing timber. Call 753-4147
tucky, 443-3366.

N -0-T-I -C- E
Effective January 1st

1 11 /2-3/

Celle

"THIS 15 ONt-OF-Ti-TE TAPS
WERE1•I'T INTERESTED IKJ, 1T15 ME ON
PIANO "

New Store Hours for the
.Northside Jim Mattis_ 1.0A
flue to the energy crisis, we're shortening our
hours.
Open 5 A.M. Until Midnight

6 Days A Week

sity. Very nice, phone, 753-3482,
753-3895.
COACH ESTATES and Fox
Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
South 16th Street. Residential
area, natural gas hook ups
available. Spaces from $27.50.
Phone 753-3856.

Professional grooming by
Barbara Snyder
- years exposits.* M Pet
and chow gresadig
Pick up and delivery a
your door.

753-4106

ASSESSMENT BOOKS OPEN
The Calloway County Property Valuation
Administrators Office will be open for taking
property assessments beginning January 2
through March 1, )974.
'Real Estate, Tangible, and Intangible
to be reported during this
,periosi
,•
properties are

;
#

* Property Zaluation Administrator
CalroWay .County

• -

•••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•Bowl the Old Year •
•
•
• Out and the New:
•
•
.
Yea
r
In!!
41
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•Those with no average will use national average •
•

•
•
•

No Tap Tournament
New Year's Eve
Handicap Open

•

10:30 p.m. Until ....

•
•
•

Come On Out foi Lots of Fun!

$10.00 Prize for
•
Every 5 Entries!!
• Anoseho
piw

•
•
•
•
•

•

Ceirveffelarms,--Inc.:
Phone 753-2202;
1415 Main Street
•06111•141111•41•411?••••••••11R
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Deaths and Funerals
Ben F. Carter Dies
Thursday; Funeral
Held On Sunday
Ben F.Carter of Farmington
died Thursday at 10:15 p.m. at
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 87 years of
age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Carrie Boyd Carter; one
daughter, Mrs. Roland Kammer of Flint, Mich.; two
brothers, Ivan and Ed Carter,
both of Calloway County; two
sisters, Mrs. Lottie Cooper of
Calloway County and Mrs. Bula
Lamb of Mayfield; seven
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
Mr. Carter was a retired
fanner and a member of the
Farmington Baptist Church. He
was a long time resident of
Calloway County where he was
born.
Funeral' services were held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Antioch Church of Christ with
Rev. Harry 'Yates and Bro.
Jerry Mayes officiating.
Burial was in the church
cemetery.

Rites Held Sunday
For Mrs. Ava Jones
The funeral services for Mrs.
Ava Wilson Jones were held
Sunday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Dennis Knott and Rev. Otis
Shultz officiating.
Pallbearers were Craig
Parker, Billy Thurman, Phil
Mitchell, Frank Ryan, Pete
Purdom, and Gerald Paschall.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, age 51, died
Friday at 2:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived by her
Jones,
husband, Robbie
Murray, two sisters, Mrs. A.H.
McLeod, Sr., and Mrs. L.B.
Brown, and three brothers,
elate, and Gaston
Claude,
Wilson.

Junior Boyd Dies
Saturday Morning

Services Held On
Sunday, Mrs. Bray

VENTURA
WED RING

WED

CARIOCA
RIND

ELDORADO
WED RING

MAN

MAN S

Keepsake

Services Today For
Leona L Duncan

Keepsake engagement dua
monds have perfect color, cut
and clarity Choose from our
beautiful holiday Selection

Furches
Jewelry

••

Dinner Pak
$4/A

Freezing Rain
Plagues State
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Freezing rain fell across
parts of Kentucky early today,
and motorists were expected to
face slippery bridges and overpasses.
The National Weather Service
said freezing rain fell in the
northern portion of the state.
Rain without freezing conditions was forecast through the
early morning in the remainder
of the state.
State Police at Frankfort said
highway crews had been called
out in Northern Kentucky, but
said no major problems were
reported.
"The bridges are icing up on
us pretty bad, though," a dispatcher said. "And the sideroads are pretty slick."
The snow was expected to
continue as flurries before ending tonight.

Sanders

FEEDS 4
pieces chicken
*nt cole slaw
*nt potatoes
/2 pint gravy
6 hot rolls

Katmaw fried ekiektn.
1113 Sycamore St., Murray

NEW YEARS DAY
FABRIC SALE

DOUBLE
KNITS
100% Polyester
Jacquards - Prints - Solids

Word has been received of the
death on December 28 of Mrs.
Gaston L. Pool of Lancaster.
Texas.
Mrs. Pool was the former
Sally Brown, daughter of the
late Laura Meador Brown and
Ed Brown of Galloway County.
She was born and reared in this
county.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. John ( Alice)
Ingle, her son-in-law, four
grandchildren, all of Dallas,
Texas; several nieces and
nephews and number of cousins
in this area; sister-in-law, Mrs.
Bernard 1Vhitnell of 503 South
..11th,Street, Murray.
She was preceded in death by
a son, Air Force Captain Edward Pool who was killed in
World War II and husband.
Gaston L. Pool who died in 1956.
She was a member of the
Methodist Church in Lancaster.
Texas.
Interment was in Hill Crest
Gardens in Dallas, Texas.
Memorial services will be
held Wednesday at three p.m. at
the First United Methodist
Church, Lancaster, Texas. Mrs.
Pool was 82 years of age.

Machine Wash 8 Dry
60" Wide
All of our Regular Stock Priced to 54.99 yd.

New Shipment
Designer Lengths
Acrylic 8 Wool Blends
60" Wide

Prints - Solids

Jacquards

Best Buy
Special
•.„, Ruffled 8 Flat
75cto$ 1 50
Group TriiiiElastic 8 Lingerie Lace
per bolt
k
a.
•
60" BoltsWlcle.
100%
YY; yd
Acrylic

New Year's ...

Double Knits on

i Continued from Page 1)

James J. Humphreys, brother
of Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale of
Murray, died this morning at
1:30 at a hospital in Nashville,
Tenn
He had been in business in
Nashville. Tenn.,for fifty years.
FALSE HOPE
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
The National Arthritis
'
Nashville,
Alma Humphreys of
Foundation estimates that
East Sikrtalr)599.re— -Tenn, and two sisters. Mrs, - American :sufferers:Spend
,_13d
14s.'
tilelliox4yearlyin the false
ftgattige . 91,47csler„
T.W. Pardue of Hopkinsville
hope, of finding an in- ....
, Fts9liral Rid burial .servites stantaneous cure for artheitia.
an.eif.vas a•avaaii,n.a-maiair •.
— ('NS
will be held in Nashville, Tenn

Colonel

—23 business and industry
trade associations announced
the formation of an Energy
Users Council. Its purpose is to
keep business and industry informed on energy policies and
to bring business problems to
the attention of government officials.

Mrs. Gaston Pool,
Former Murrayan,
Dies In Texas

the Windy City. Wind or no,
crowds were expected to mass
at State and Madison Streets in
the Loop to usher in the New
Year with shouts and hornblowing.
Cleveland's Mayor Ralph
Perk, trying to outdo Times
Square, ordered a special dime
fare to bring celebrants by rapid transit to the Ohio city's
Public Square for a New Year's
bash with bands, singers, dancing in the streets, food and
prizes.
Parisians also will get a
break from the dirnout of their
city. The ban on street lighting
will be lifted for New Year's
Eve and they are expected to
flood the boulevards with their
cars and welcome ther New
Year by leaning on their horns.

MON.& TUES. ONLY

• • (Coathired from Page 1)

William Valentine
Dies Here Sunday

The funeral for Mrs. Emma
0. Bray was held Sunday at one
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. H. D. Lax officiating.
Pallbearers were Coy Hale,
Richard Paschall. Joe Pat
Canady, Gene Dale Bray, Roy
Scott,,,Ir., and Donnie Easley.
Burial was in the Bond River
Cemetery.
Mrs. Bray age 84, died Friday
at 12:30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway CountYllospital. Her
husband, William Bonnie Bray,
died in 1920. A member of the
Grace Baptist Church. she was
born March 30, 1889, in
Calloway County and was the
daughter of the late Nath and
Alice Outland
three
are
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Louise Lincoln
of Tulsa, Okla., Mrs. Jesse J.
Canady cif Murray Route Five,
and Mrs. Hubert Love of Fort
Iauderdale, Fla.; two sons,
Cody Bray of Murray and Fuel
Bray of Murray Route One:
seven grandchildren

Brother Of Local
Woman Dies Today

Motorists .

Tuesday. But high demand
emptied pumps on Saturday at
Final rites for 0. D. Garrison many stations. And new supof 1804 College Farm Road, plies would not arrive before
Murray, were held Sunday at Wednesday.
2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Reports of price gouging kept
Max Churchill Funeral Home local and federal officials on
age
William Bryan Valentine,
with Rev. R. J. Burope of- the lookout. But the extent of
77, died Sunday at eight a.m, at ficiating.
higher and illegal prices was
the Murray-Calloway County
Serving as pallbearers were not immediately determined,
Hospital. He was a retired J. I., Tommy, and Cassel although dozens of complaints
employee of the Tennessee Garrison, Willie Barnett, Mason were found to be valid.
Highway Department.
Canady, and J. C. Armstrong,
A temporary restraining orBurial was in the Murray City der closing one Chicago-area
daughters,
two
Survivors are
station was issued Sunday night
Mrs. Barbara White of Murray Cemetery.
Mr. Garrison, age 54 died after an agent for the Internal
and Mrs. Mitchell Hopkins of
Paris, Tenn.; one son, Robert Priday at 8:45 p.m. at the Revenue Service purchased for
Hugh Valentine of Glenn Murray-Calloway County $10.05 five gallons of gasoline, a
Ellyn, Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. Hospital. His death was due to rabbit's foot and a blank form
Mark Brisendine of Memphis, complications. 1-ft was a for a last will and testament.
Tenn., Mrs. John Morris of member of the Blood River The Justice Departn)ent said
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. 'Baptist Church and of the customers were required to buy
Wars and the rabbit's foot and will form
James Farris of Pans, Tenn.; Veterans of Foreign
Conway was a veteran of World War II. in order to purchase gasoline.
two brothers,
He is survived by his wife,
In Philadelphia, IRS agents
Valentine and Gaylon ValenMrs. Louise Garrison, at home: said they had found 33 stations
tine, both of Puryear, Tenn.
Funeral services will:be . held one daughter. Mrs. Vart Gooch overcharging and that all
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.'7‘at, The of Clearwater, Fla.; three sons, agreed to roll back prices.
In other energy developPuryear Church of Christ, James Robert Garrison and
Puryear,Tenn. Burial will be in Dickie Garrison, both of ments:
—The chairman of the Minnthe Puryear Cemetery with the Madisonville, and Jackie
arrangements by the McEvoy Garrison of Evansville, Ind.; ie Energy Commission, Dixy
Funerl Home of Paris Tenn., two sisters, Mrs. Connie Arm- Lee Ray, said that it may take
strong of Murray and Mrs. until 1985 for the country to be
where friends may call.
Modena Birch of Evansville, completely self-sufficient in
Ind.; two brothers, Rubin energy.
Garrison of Evansville, Ind.,
—Distributors gave service
and Hubert Garrison of stations in Arizona ,and Oregon
seven their January fuel allocations
Dearborn, Mich.;
grandchildren.
early to ease some shortages.
Funeral services for Sister
be
will
Duncan
Leona Lawrence
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
William McKinney officiating.
Pallbearers will be W.J.
Harold, L.D., and Donald
Lawrence, Wayne Duncan, and
Ralph Duncan. Burial will be in
the McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Duncan age 82, wife of
Polie Duncan, who died
January 22, 1971, died Saturday
at 1:45 a.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was
minister of the Church of Jesus
Christ at Almo.
She is survived by one
brother, W.J. Lawrence of
Benton Route Nine, and several
nieces and nephews.

Junior Boyd, brick mason,
died Saturday at 7:45 a.m. at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 32 years of
age and a resident of 602 South
9th Street, Murray.
The Murray man died from a
self-inflicted gunshot wound,
according to McCracken County
Deputy Coroner Jerry Beyer.
Mrs. Eula Mae Billington of He suffered wounds at his home
Kirksey Route One died Sunday here in Murray on Friday afat 3:35 a.m at the Murray- ternoon, was taken to the
Calloway County Hospital. She Murray. Calloway County
emergency
for
was 64 years of age and her Hospital
death followed an extended treatment, and transferred to
illness.
the Paducah hospital where he
The deceased was an Avoo. died Saturday morning.
Saleslady. She and her husband,
Mr. Boyd was born December
Eddie Billington, who survives, 22, 1941 in Calloway County and
were Married April 1, 1928. was the son of Harold T. Boyd
Born December 8, 1909 in and Louella Colson Boyd, who
Calloway County. she was the survive. He was a member of
daughter of the late'J.N. and the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Alcenie Miller Treas. She
was a member of the Mt. Brenda Colson Boyd, 602 South
Hebron United Methodist 9th Street, Murray; parents,
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Boyd of
Murray Route Two; grandSurvivors in addition to her
mothers, Mrs. Dot Boyd and
husband are one son, Gerald
Mrs. Elvie Colson, both of
Lavonia
Thomas Billington of
Murray Route Three; one
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Jessie
sister, Mrs. Charles (Mary
Detroit.
four
Mich.;
of
D. Moore
Ann) McCuiston. Gatesborough
trathers, Herman Tress of Estates, Murray; one brother,
illkeray, Curtis Treas of Hazel,
Max Boyd of Murray Route
Mahlon Tress of Murray Route
Seven; three nieces, Sheila and
Murray
of
Tress
One, and Ovis
Shan McCuiston and Genise
Route Four; three grandBoyd.
children, Mrs. Debbie Jean
Funeral services will be held
Billington,
Lyon
Ratti, Vicky
the chapel
and Mark Billington; one great today at one p.m. at
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
grandchild, Ricky Ratti.
Home with Rev. Paul Bogard
Funeral services will be held and Rev. Glen Puckett ofTuesday at one p.m. at the ficiating. Music will be a
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